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DEDICATION 
T. W. WE L L S 
An able teacher, a true friend, and a 
loyal supporter of the school; 
a man truly versed in the 
"fine art of living." 




S T A T E TEACHERS C OLLEGE OF HAYS 
HAYS. KAN SAS 
OFFI C E OF T H E P RES I DENT 
The Board of Regent. in regular ael.ion 
on June 6, 1930, authorized thil College ~ 
grant the Bachelor of Art8 degree. This degree 
is gran t ed for standard LIBERAL ARTS work. It 18 
allO granted wi th & re.tr1 oted Gmount of Education 
to mee t t he requiremen~. of t he state Board of 
Education for a certificate to teach in aocredited 
high lohooh. The A. B. degree i8 reCOgnized 
aa the standard degree for liberal education. 
"Harvard College where 
t he first A. B. degree was 
gra nted in America , 1726" 
fOREWORD 
Living is an art. Training in the art of living is the true 
work of education and of colleges. 
The purpose of a college of liberal arts is to develop 
a life of symmetry and beauty. It is the endeavor of this book 
to show how, in its first year as a school of liberal arts, this 
school is accomplishing this purpose by developing its students 
in the fine art of successful living. 
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The school year of 1930-31 is a memorable one for Fort 
Hays Kansas StClte, for it marks two of the greatest forward 
steps in the history of the school. First raised to the rank of a 
standard liberal arts college, and then recognized as such by an 
official change in name, Hays will mark this year as the turn-
ing point in its career. 
These changes came not by chance nor by accident. They 
were rather the culmination of years of effort and labor on the 
part of those guiding the school's destinies and by those interested 
in its advancement. Hays did not grow into this in a single year, 
but through a period of years its growth and development re-
mained so steadily rapid, that public opinion was finally forced 
to recognize it. 
Perhaps the greatest single factor in securing this well 
deserved recognition was the work of our president, W. A. 
Lewis, whose untiring labors were finally crowned with success, 
and whose vision and confidence were finally realized. 
I 
Hays has now turned the corner into a new era. But the 
advancement must not stop here. We have by these concessions 
only been granted the opportunity to serve Western Kansas as 
we should serve it, and the task before us is to perform that service 
in such a way that the confidence of the state may be justified. 
Great as has been the progress in the past, greater fields of 
progress lie before us. Say not that. Hays has done, say rather 




WILLIAM A. LEWIS, B. S., A. B., LL. D. 
President of Ft. Hays Kansas State 
College since 1913 
rtrIIlDm 7!wREVEI LLE 
P age N ine! .. n 
DEAN FLOYD B. LEE, A. B., A. M • . 
Dean of the Faculty and Director of 
Extension. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Em, 
poria; University of Kansas. 
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VORIS V. LATSHAW, A. B., M. A., PH. D., Professor of Mathematics. 
Central Normal College; University of Wisconsin; Indiana 
University. 
BEATRICE L. HAGEN, A. B., A. M., PH. D., Instructor of Mathematics. 
University of Kansas; University of Chicago. 
ARTHUR WILLIS BARTON, A. B., PH. C., PH. D., Professor of Botany. 
University of Washington; Northwestern University. 
HARVEY A. ZINSZER, B. A., M. A., PH. D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy. 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Penn.; Indiana Uni~ersity. 
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ELIZABETH JANE AGNEW, B. s., 
Dean of Women 
Kansas State Agricultural 
Columbia University . 
. MARGARET H. HAGGART, B. s., M. A., Professor of Home Economics. 
College; 
Kansas State Agricultural College; University of Chicago; 
Columbia University. 
MANETTA HElDMAN, B. S., M. S., Instructor in Textiles and Clothing. 
Iowa State College; Des Moines College, Des Moines, Iowa. 
JESSIE F. PEARCE, R. N., College Nurse. 
Washington University, St. Louis. 
ELSIE HARRIS, A. B., B. F. A., Professor of Applied Arts. 
University of Oklahoma; Snow~Frowhlich School of Industrial 
Art, Chicago; Boulder University; Columbia University; Broad-
moor Art Academy, Colorado Springs . 
.. 7heREVEI LLE 
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CLARENCE EDMUND RARICK, A. B., ED. D. 
Professor of Rural Education and Direc-
tor of Extension Service. 
Kansas Wesleyan University; Univer-
sity of Colorado; University of Kansas. 
EDWIN DAVIS, B. S., M. A., Professor of Manual Arts. 
Kansas State Agricultural College; Kansas State Teachers Col-
lege, Hays; University of Minnesota. 
FRED W. ALBERTSON, B. S., Associate Professor of Agriculture. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; University of Missouri. 
JAMES E. ROUSE, B. S., M. s., Professor of Agriculture. 
Teachers College of Kirksville, Missouri; University of Wis-
consin; Kansas State Agricultural College. 
LYMAN DWIGHT WOOSTER, A. B., PH. M., Professor of Zoology. 
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Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia; University of 
Wisconsin. 
7heREVEI LLE rtDItDl 
R. L. PARKER, B. S., B. L., A. M. 
Professor of History. 
Ottawa University; University of 
Chicago. 
C. H. LANDRUM, A. B., A. M., Professor of History. 
University of Kansas; Yale University. 
WILLIS H. WALKER, A. B., M. A., PH. D., Professor of History. 
Iowa University, Iowa City. 
LEONARD W. THOMPSON, B. s., M. A., Head of Economics and Business 
Administration. 
University of Kansas; Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia. 
RUTH ESTELLA BELL, A. B., M. A., Instructor in Economics, Shorthand and 
Typewriting. 
Washburn College; Clark University. 
CHARLES F. WIEST, D. D., Professor of Philosophy and Biblical Literature. 
Gettysburg College; Gettysburg Theological Seminary; Midland 
College. 
IITIDD 7heREVEI LLE 
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ROB Roy IAN MACGREGOR, A. B., A. M., PH. D. 
Professor of English. 
Otago University of New Zealand; Uni~ 
versity of Jena; Cambridge University. 
JAMES R. START, B. S., A. M., Associate Professor of Literature, Professor of 
Dramatics. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; Columbia University. 
THORNTON W. WELLS, B. s., Assistant Professor of English. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; Kansas State Agri~ 
cultural College. 
EARL EUGENE STRIMPLE, A. B., Instructor in Journalism and Director of 
News Service. 
University of Kansas. 
CHARLES H. BROOKS, B. S., Head of Correspondence Study Department and 
Professor of Latin. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; Kansas State Teachers 
College of Emporia; Kansas State Agricultural College; Uni~ 
versity of Kansas. 
MODESTO JACOBINI, A. B., Professor of Foreign Languages. 
Page Twenty-four 
Liceo, Taranto, Italy; American International College; Yale 
University; New York University; University of Chicago. 
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ROBERT TIMOTHY MCGRATH, PH. M., PH. D. 
Professor and Director of Education. 
State Teachers College, DeKalb, Illinois; 
University of Wisconsin. 
HOMER B. REED, A. B., A. M., PH. D., Professor of Psychology. 
Indiana University; University of Chicago; Columbia 
University. 
WILLIAM DONALD TURNER, A. B., A. M., PH. D., Instructor in Psychology. 
Blackburn College; University of Illinois. 
MAUDE ISABEL GORHAM, PH. B., A. M., Assistant Professor of Education. 
University of Chicago; Columbia University. 
PEARL G. CRUISE, A. B., A. M., Assistant Professor of Education. 
University of Iowa; Iowa State Teachers College 
MAUDE McMINDES, B. S., A. M., Assistant Professor of Education. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; University of Kansas. 
_ 7!u:REVEI LLE 
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HENRY EDWARD MALLOY, B. s. 
Director of MusiC. 
K. S. T. C. of Emporia; Voice under 
George Hamlin, Chicago; D. O. Jones, 
Emporia; Ella Bochus-Behr, Berlin; 
Hinshaw of Metropolitan Opera, New 
York; George Ferguson, Berlin; P .. Kirk-
towns, Berlin. 
LUCILLE FELTEN, B. s., Assistant Professor of Piano. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; Alexander Raab; Caru-
thers Normal School of Piano, Chicago. 
FLORENCE WALLACE, B. s., Assistant Instructor of Public School Music. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays. 
FREDERICK E. GREEN, A. B., Instructor of Band and Harmony. 
Indiana University; Louisville Conservatory; Detroit Institute 
of Musical Art; University of Michigan. 
PAUL BLAIR BECKHELM, B. M., Instructor in Piano and Music Theory. 
American Conservatory of Music; Northwestern University. 
HOBART S. DAVIS, B. A., Instructor of Voice, Men's Glee Club. 
University of Nebraska. 
?he REVEl LLE_ 
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FLOYD B. STREETER, A. B., A. M. , L. L. 
Librarian 
University of Kansas; University of 
Michigan. 
MARGARET HELEN DRESHER, A. B., B. s. in L. s., Instructor and Cataloguer. 
McPherson College; University of Illinois Library School. 
MARY ELIZABETH WILLIAMS, A. B., A. B. in L. s., Instructor and Supervisor 
of Circulation. 
University of Wichita; University of Michigan. 
MARY BARRETT, A. B. , B. s. in L. s., Reference Librarian. 
Washburn College; University of Illinois. 
ELAM BARTHOLOMEW, M. s., SC. D., Curator of Mycological Museum. 
Kansas State Agricultural College; Editor, Fungi Coluiani and 
North American Uredinales. 
GEORGE F. STERNBERG, Curator, Museum of Geology and Paleontology . 
.. 7heREVEI LLE ----
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EARL F. MORRIS, B. S., M. D. 
Professor of Public Health and Director 
of Health and Physical Education. 
Kirksville State Teachers College; St. 
Louis University. 
e -
WILBUR CLIFFORD RILEY, B. S., Football Coach and Instructor in Physical 
Education for Men. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; Kansas State Agri, 
cultural College. 
PAUL B. GROSS, B. S., Basketball Coach and Instructor in Physical Edu, 
cacation for Men. 
Kansas State Teachers College of Hays; University of Illinois; 
Kansas State Agricultural College. 
JAMES YEAGER, B. S., Instructor in Physical Education and Assistant Coach. 
, Kansas State Agricultural College. 
ELIZABETH BARBOUR, PH. B., M. A., Instructor in Physical Education for 
Women. 
University of Chicago, Harvard University. 
GENEVA TRACY MILLETT, B. s. in P. E., M. A., Instructor in Physical Edw 
cation for Women. 
University of Tennessee; State University of Iowa. 




The Student Council is a representative group elected from the student body 
for the purpose of making rules and regulations to govern the activities of students 
and student organizations. Three members are elected from each class, and three 
from the student body at large. 
HENRY BUCK, Belleville 
EDWIN COOKE, Hays 
MARION COULSON, Plains 
LLOYD CUNNINGHAM, Hays 
MARY ELIZABETH ENFIELD, Hays 
CASEY JONES, Hill City 













LA WRENCE SAYLER, Great Bend 
ELMER SCHLEGEL, Hays 
ALICE START, Hays 
FAYE STEIGER, Menlo 
VERNER WILLIAMS, Ness City 
SCOTT WYLIE, Quinter 
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Graduate Students 





OTIS E. DOANE, B.S. 
History 
Goodland 
CLYDE L. PUTNAM, B.S., A.B. 
Physics 
Haven 
GLENN ROGERS, B.S. 
Political Science 
Hays 
MRS. GRACE ROGERS, B.S. 
English 
Hays 
rIIIIiJ.IIII} the R EVE I LL E 
History 
Hays 
JOHN FULTON, B.S. 
Physics 
Glen Elder 
FRED C . Ross , B.S. 
School Administration 
Webster 
MRS. DOVIE Ross, B.S. 
English 
Webster 










_ The twenty-eighth graduating class leaves this school just as it crosses the 
threshold to the greatness that lies before it. But to the seventy-odd members of 
this class goes much credit for taking an active and helpful part in bringing the 
school this far along its road of advancement. 
Scan its class rolls. There you will find the names of those active in athletics, 
publications, forensics, anq scholarship. Such a record writes its own praise. 
?he REVEl LLE __ 
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JOHN W. ANDERSON Roxbury 
B. S. M echanic Arts 
. Kappa Beta Tau; Chorus (1,2, 
3,4,); Glee Club (1,2,3,4); Y. M . 
C. A. (1,2). 
FRED BIEKER Schoenchen 
B. S. Agricdwre 
Y. M. C. A. (2); Leader (3); 
Science Club (3,4). 
H ELENE BOCK Goodland 
B. S. Home Economics 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Chorus 
(2,.3,4); Glee Club (2 ,3,4); Home 
Economics Club (1,2,.3,4); 
Kappa Omicro n Phi. 
au 7heREVEI LLE 
JULIUS BAHL Hays 
B. S., A. B. M athematics 
K-Club; Football (1,2,3,4); Bas-
ketball (1 ,2,3,4). 
MARGARET BLOOME Rexford 
B. S. Commerce 
Theta Sigma 'Upsilon; Commer-
cial Club (4); Debate and Ora-
tory (4); Senior Sec .-Treas. (4); 
Pi Kappa Delta (4). 
H. RAY BROWN Hunter 
B. S. Agriculture 
Football (3,4); Basketball (1,2); 
Track (.3,4). 
Seniors 
KATHRYN BARNES Bellaire 
B. S. Physical Education 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Chorus (2); 
W. A. A. (3); Orchesus (4); 'Pan-
Hellenic (4). 
LOUISE BOWLUS Russell 
B. S. English 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Y. W. 
C. A.; English Club (4); Social 
Science C lub (4). 
REGINA BRULL Hays 
B. S. Commerce 
Commercial Club (3,4); English 
Club (3 ). 
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Seniors 
JOHN BUDWITH Hays 
B. S. Agriculture 
Y. M. C. A. (1,2); Parliamentary 
Law (3); Science Club (4 ). 
FLORENCE A. DANIELS Garfield 
B. S. Applied Art 
Y. W. C. A. President (4); Art 
Lovers C lub (2,3 ,4 ). 
EARL C; DRAGOO Luray 
B. S. Mechanic Arts 
Kappa Beta Tau; Chorus (1,2); 
Parliamentary Law (3,4 ) . 
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ELEANOR CHITTENDEN H ays 
B. S. Physica l Education 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Y. W. 
C. A . (1); W. A. A. (3,4 ); Or-
chesus (3,4). 
ANNA M. DAVIS Liberal 
B. S. English 
Pi Kappa Delta; Y. W. C. A. 
(2); Science Club (4 ); Emdish 
Club (4 ); Dt:bate and oratory (4 ). 
HENRY FOREMAN Hanston 
B. S. Biological Science 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Attended 
Friends University; Science Club 
(3); Leader (3); Chorus (2); 
Y. M. C. A. (2,3). 
EDWIN L. COOKE Good land 
A. B. English 
Band (2,3,4); Orchestra (2,3,4); 
G lee C lub (2); President Student 
Assembly (4 ); Freshman Presi-
dent (1); Student Counci l (4); 
Y. M. C. A. 
GEOA DOERSCHLAG Arnold 
B. S. Business Administnl tion 
Pi Omega Pi, President (4); Com-
m ercial C lub (4); Mathematics 
CI u b, Secretary-Treasurer (4). 
RAYMOND W. FRYAR Burrton 
B. S. Physics 
Phi Mu Alpha; Y. M. C. A .; 
(1,2); Science Club (3 ,4); Glee 
Club (4); Chorus (4 ). 
7heREVEI LLE rIIIDD 
HARRY GLASS Altoona 
B. S. History 
Kappa Beta Tau; Pep C lub (4); 
Y. M. C. A. (1,2); Reveille (2); 
Chorus (3); Social Science C lu b 
I (3,4 ). 
RACHEL HART Liberal 
B. S. Kinderg"rten-Primary 
Y. W. C. A.; W. A. A. (3); 
Science C lub (3, 4 ); Engli sh C lub 
(3). 
RUTH A. HOGAN Salina 
B. S. English 
W. A . A. (1,2,3,4); English 
C lub (4 ). 
UIW ?he REVEl LLE 
VELMA 1.. GREEN Plainville 
B. S. Physical Education 
Sigma Sigma S igma; W. A. A. 
(2,3, 4); Orchesus (3); Ret'eille (2); 
All-Round Girl (1); Popularity 
(1); Chorus ( 1); Duck C lub 
(3,4); Tigerettes (3, 4) . 
WAUNETA M. HILL Logan 
B. S. History, Social Science 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Commercial 
Club (1); English Club (2,3) ; 
Social Science C lub (3,4 ); 
Chorus (3); En~l i sh C lub (3). 
LOUISA H OTZ Brookville 
B. S. History, Social Science 
Chorus (1,2); Social Science 
Club (3); Science Club (4 ). 
Seniors 
BIRDENA N. HACKET - McCracken 
B. S. Home Economics 
Home Economics C lub (\ ,2,3,4); 
Art Lovers Club (3) . 
FRANCES M. HOFF Quinter 
B. S. Physical. Education 
Theta Sigma Upsilon; C horus 
(3); W A. A. (2, 4); Duck Club 
(4) . 
H OBART JACKSON El Dorado 
B. S. Hisrory, Social Science 
Basketball (1,2,3,4 ); Captain (4 ). 
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Seniors 
ORVETTA I. JAIN Waldo 
B. S. Home Economics 
Y. W. C. A. (1) ; Home Econ-
omics C lub (2,3); Orchesus 
(3,4); Chorus (3,4). 
DOROTHY KING Hays 
B. S. Music 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Orchestra 
(1,2,3,4); Glee Club (2,3,4); 
Band (4); Women's Quartette 
(3,4); Red Cross Life Saving 
C;;'rps. 
DOROTHY M. LEG LEITER ~ LaCrosse 
B. S. Physical Edt/cation 
Delta Sigma Epsilon; W. A. A . 
( 1 ,2,3,4); Women's Sporrs 
(1,2,3,4 ). 
Pa ge Thirty-sil< 
HILA JANSON Bi son 
B. S. English 
Delta Sigma Epsilon; Engli sh 
Club (4). 
TELKA KRAUS Hays 
B. S. Music 
Orchestra (1,2,3 ,4) ; G lee C lub 
(2,3,4). 
LEO LEG LEITER LaCrosse 
A. B. Zoology 
Phi Mu Alpha; Glee Club (1,2, 
3,4); Chorus (1,2,3 ,4); Band 
(3,4); Pep Club (3,4); Junior 
Play (3) . 
HAROLD R. KIMERER Hunter 
B. S. Agriculture 
Kappa Beta Tau; Y. M. C . A. 
(1,2); Parliamentary Law (2,3); 
Science C lub (4) . 
VELMA T . KRAUSE Delphos 
B. S. Music 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Leader (4); 
Chorus (2,3,4); Glee Club (3,4); 
Tigerettes (4). 
GLEN LOWRY Webster 
B. S. Agriculture 
Kappa Beta Tau; Pep C lub; 
Cheer Leader (3 ,4); Science 
C lub; Trac k (2,3); Parliam enta ry 
Law. 
7/wREVEI LLE_ 
LAVERGNE MANN Hays 
B. S. Public School Music 
Attended B et hany College; 
Chorus (2,3); Passion Play (3) . 
R UTH E. MOORE Stockton 
B. S. Home Economics 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Pa n-Hellenic 
(3); Science C lub (3); Home 
Economics C lub (2,3,4); Y. W . 
C. A . (1). 
HAROLD K. PIXLEY O sborne 
B. S. History and Social Science 
Y. M. C. A. (2,3 ); Parliamentary 
Law; Social Science Club (3 ,4); 
Wrestling (1,2); K-Club. 
MUD 7heREVEI LLE 
BERNARD R. MARTIN Beeler 
B. S. Mathematics 
Football (1,2,3,4); Scien ce C lub 
(4); K-Club; Wrestling (2) 
Track (3). 
ALICE NIElSEN Natoma 
B. S. Commerce 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; W. A. A. 
(1,2,3,4); Commercial Club 
(1,2,3,4). 
LOIS M. RA RICK Hays 
B. S., B. M . Public School Music 
Y. W. C. A .; Orchestra (1,2,3,4); 
Glee Club (2,3,4). 
Seniors 
MARGARET MEADE Hays 
B. S. Art 
Art Lovers C lub (2,3,4); English 
Club (4 ). 
MARIE PIVONKA MAHONEY - Timken 
B. S. Physical Education 
Delta Sigma Epsilon ; Glee Club 
(1,2,3,4); Chorus (1,2,3,4); W. 
A. A. (2 ,3 ,4); Revei lle (3); M ajor 
C lub; Tigerettes (2,3,4). 
JAMES F. REECE Lucas 
B. S. Mathematics 
Kappa Beta Tau; Pi Kappa 
Delta; Inte r-Fraternity Council 
(3 ,4); V ice-Chairman Student 
Assembly (3); Vice-President 





GERALDINE REINECKE - Great Bend 
B. S. Art 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Tigerettes 
(2); Quill Club (3, 4); Art Lovers 
Club (3,4); Glee C lu b (3). 
ELMER A. SCHLEGAL Hays 
B. S. Music 
Phi Mu Alpha; Chotus (4 ); Or-
chestra 0,2,3,4); Band (1,2,3,4 ); 
Glee Club; Y. M. C. A.; Student 
Council. 
MATTIE M. SPITZE Kinsley 
B. S. Kindergarten 
Attended C. S. T . C. Greeley; 
Chorus (4) ; Home Economics 
Club (4). 
P.ge Thirty-eight 
LAWRENCE ROM ElSER Timken 
B. S. Geol.ogy 
Phi Sigma Epsilo n; Cat's Meow; 
Science Club. 
GORDON B. SeCKAVEC Brownell 
B. S. Mathematics 
Phi Mu Alpha; Band (3, 4 ). 
W A YN E STEEPLES Palco 
B. S. Chemistry 
Sigma Tau Gamma, President (4 ); 
Glee C lub (1,3,4); Chorus (1,4 ); 
Band 0,2,3,4); Orchestra (2,3,4 ); 
Student Council (4); Inter-
Fraternity Council (3,4). 
LAWRENCE SAYLER Gteat Bend 
B. S. Public Speaking 
Phi Mu Alpha; Y. M . C. A . 
(1,2 ); Reveille (3); Student Coun-
cil (3, 4); Debate and Oratory 
(4 ); C lass President (4) 
ELLEN A. SNYDER Soldier 
B. S. English 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Art Lovers 
Club (2,3); Debate and Ora-
tory (4). 
FAYE STEIGER Menlo 
B. S. English 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Y. W. C. A . 
(I); Leader (3 ,4); W. A. A . (3,4); 
Art Lovers Club (4); Science 
Club (4); English Club (4); 
Press Club (4); Student Council 
(4 ); Pan· Hellenic (4 ) . 
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PAUL C. SWEETLAND Hays 
B. S. Mathematics 
Basketball (1); Y. M . C. A. (1); 
Glee Club (4); Parliamentary 
Law (4 ); Tennis (3 .4); Tennis 
Club; Science C lub (4 ). 
VICTOR C. WELLS Hays 
A. B. Mathematics 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Student 
Council, Chairman (4); Chorus 
(1,2,3,4); G lee Club (1,2 ,3 ,4); 
Popularity (2). 
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RALPH C. VEASEY - Drumright, Okla. 
B. S. Hi.<wry 
Phi Mu Alpha; Attended Phil-
lips U. and Tulsa U.; Student 
Assembly (4); Glee Club (4 ). 
AUGUST WERTH H ays 
B. S. Agriculture 
Basketba ll (1,2,3,4); K-Club. 
Seniors 
'EVELYN WAGNER Ellinwood 
B. S. MIt.<ic 
D elta Sigma Epsilon; Glee Club 
(2,3,4 ); Chorus (3); Quartette 
(3,4); Band. 
VERNER F. WILLIAMS N ess City 
B. S. Commerce 
Phi Mu Alpha, President (4); 
Leader (4); Student Council (4); 
Junior Play (3); Glee Club (4); 
Band (1,2,3,4); Reveille (3); Or-




GENEvA WRIGHT Kinsley 
V ALRIF. E. WI RUTH Cuba MARIE WRIGHT Quinter 
B. S. Art 
B. S. H i.-tory and Sncial Science 
Pi Kappa Delta; Y. W. C. A. 
( 1 ));Parliamentary Law; Debate. 
B. S. History and Socia l Science 
Y. W. C. A.; Social Science Club 
(1, 4) . 
D elta Sigma Epsilon, Pre.< ident 
(4); Glee Club (1,2,3,4); Orches-
tra (1,2,3); Art Lovers Club 
(3,4); Reveille (2 ,3 ) , Edito r (3); 
Tigerettes. 
RICHARD H. ZINSZER Hays FRANCES JANDA Wilson 
Page Forty 
A. B. Physics B. S. Home Economics 
Beta Theta Pi; Attended Han-
over College (Ind.); Football 
(3,4); Science Club (3,4); Glee 
Club (4); Student Council (4). 
Home Economics Club (1,2,3,4). 
HENRY S. GOERTZ Buhler 
B. S. M echanic Arts 
Attended Tabor College; Glee 
Club (3,4); Chorus (3,4) . 
SYLVIA SCHLEGAL Hays 
B. S. English 
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Chorus (1); 
Band (1,2,3,4); English Club (3); 
Beauty Queen (3). 











The Juniors must wait until next year for their praise. This is their year for 
work, of which work this book is a part. 
Too dignified to paddle Freshmen, yet too young to receive credit for their 
dignity, the Junior Class is the school goat. But it's only for a year. If you want to 




ALBERTA ALEXANDER MYRON ASKEW ANDREW BAHL FLORENCE BASTIN 
English Agriculture Business Commerce 
A l mena Utica Hays Rexford 
I RENE BEAR ALlCE BEESLEY DOROTHY BEVERLY RUTH BLANTON 
Mathematics Home Econom ics English Home Economics 
R u ssell Gove Syl van Grove Garden C ity 
LA WREN CE CARLTON H ERBERT CHITTENDEN MRS. T HELMA CONNELLY Roy COOPER 
Philosophy Commerce Music Commerce 
N ort on H ays Colby Dorrance 
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P age Forty-cwo 
Juniors 
MARION COULSON LLOYD CUNNINGHAM THELMA DANIELS EDITH DAVIDSON 
Commerce Botany Botany Music 
Pl ains H ays Garfield H oxie 
F RED V . D ELLETT DONALD P. DOANE HERBERT D RAKE LYNN DRAKE 
Mathematics, Phys ics Literature C hem istry Commerce 
R u sh Center Winona Nekoma Nat o m a 
CHARLES EADS HENRY T. ESAU RUBY F RISBIE HELEN F RUSHER 
Music Philosophy Commerce Commerce 
Q uinter Buhler McDonald Jetm o r e 
Pa l/:e F orty-thre e 
Juniors 
HUGH L. FRUSHER RACHEL L. GREEN CLARENCE HARTSELL T HOMAS S. HINES 
Physics Public School ·Music Commerce Chemistry 
Jetmore McDonald Preston Hoxie 
C . EDWARD HOLMES, JR. ANNABELLE HOWELL VICTOR HUBBS JOSEPHINE HUNT 
Journalism History Economics and Business Music 
Great Bend Lovington, Il l. Dorrance Hays 
FRANCIS G . JENNINGS LOWELL E . KNISLEY BROOKA KNOWLES ESTHER L. KOLSKY 
Mathematics Mus ic Commerce Commerce 




FERN LACEY JOHN H. LOCKE GERALD LONG KATHRYN MARSHALL 
Music Agriculture Bus. Administration Art 
Sharon Springs Covert Wakeeney Collyer 
MARY McNINCH AGNES MCPEAK DOROTHY MORAN BEL V A MoTZ CLARK 
Home Economics Home Economics Music Education 
Arnold Hunter Nekoma Selden 
EILEEN NORTHUP KATHLEEN NORTHUP MAE PATTERSON EVELYN PAULY 
English Public School Music English Literature 




FRANK PERKINS F LORENCE POPE GEORGIA PURMA MARY GAYLE REECE 
Commerce Home Economics Commerce Physical Education 
Goodland Selden Grinnell Spivey 
KATHERINE RHOADES GLADYS ROENNE H YACINTH S. ROTH V IRGINIA SA ILOIl.S CARTER 
Journalism Kindergarten Mechanic Arts English 
H ays Osborne H ays Dodge City 
A DOLPH SCHRINER IDA L. SMITH GRACE SPOELSTRA WILLIAM STEWART 
Mechanic Arts History Home Economics Mechanic Arts 
Bison Bellevi ll e Prairie View Weskan 
7heREVEI LLE_ 
P age Forty-six 
Juniors 
MYRNA T OMLINSON OPAL TOURTILLOTT ROGER R . UNRUH MARJORIE WALKER 
Physical Education Commerce Agriculture Music 
Garfield H ays Pawnee Rock Brownell 
W ILLIAM WAGNER SYLVENUS J. WASINGER O . P . WEIGEL PEARL WENGER 
Pre-Law Physics Music Home Econom ics 
Wakeeney Collyer Hays Selden 
D ONALD WILLIAMS T HELMA WILSON LLOYD R . WHITHAM SCOTT WYLIE 
English English Mathematics Animal Husbandry 
L uray L aCrosse Modoc Quinter 
UD1117heREVEI LLE 
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LOWELL Y ASMER 
History 
Arnold 




LA WRENCE RARICK, 
President. 




The Sophomores started in a promising fashion, but they rode to a fall. 
Ignominy overtook them when the Freshmen defied all authority and tradition by 
winning the annual Freshman-Sophomore track meet, and thereby gaining freedom 
from the hated caps. 
Much must be accomplished next year by this ill-starred class if they will ever 
live down this shame. 
UIIIII17heREVEI LLE 
P age F orty -nino 
Sophomores 
First Row: 
ROBIA ANDERsoN- Oberlin 
JAMES E. ASHLEy- Selden 
IDA AUSTIN- Wilson 
ERNEST BAKER- Hays 
ALICE BARTELL- Ellis 
ELVA BARTEL- Otis 
Second Row: 
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PAULINE BERGIN- Bogue 
ELOISE BLOOME- Rexford 
LEO BRoWN- Hays 
HENRY BucK- Belleville 
CLAYTON CAMPBELL- Victor 
MAX CAMPBELL - W akeeney 
Third Row: 
WAYNE CARR- Nekoma 
NETTIE CARTER- Jennings 
FERN CHAMBERLAIN- Albert 
GLADYS CHEGWIDDEN- Lucas 
ELLA CLAAR- Rexford 
LILLIAN CLAAR- Oberlin 
Fourth Row: 
EDNA CLOSE- Colby 
FERN A COMBs- Almena 
BERNADINE COOPER- Wilson 
WALTER CORMACK- Rossville 
RAYMOND DARLAND- Codell 
ARVA DAvIs- Hays 
7!zeREVEI LLE_ 
First Row: 
VENA MAE DAVIDsoN- Hays 
MARIE DE BEY- Cawker City 
MILTON DEETs- Garfield 
NELLIE DENIo- Osborne 
EFFIE DENISON- Hoxie 
KATHLYN DENNIS- Woodston 
Second Row: 
ANNABELLE DICKINsoN- Gorham 
CATHERINE DRAGOo- Luray 
ARLYN DRAKE- Rozel 
ELIZABETH EARLy- H ays 
HENRY ELIAs- McCracken 
BERNICE ELLIOT- Weskan 
fII.uJ ?he REVEl LLE 
Sophomores 
Third Row: 
MAURICE FAULKNER- Great Bend 
ELSIE FENTON- Alton 
WESLEY FREEMAN- Wellsford 
ALICE FRANcIs-Oberlin 
HELEN FRITTs- Paradise 
ROGER FRITTs- Paradise 
Fourth Row: 
ROBERT FULToN- Glen Elder 
CLAUDE GATEs- Penokee 
LOUIE GARLow----'-Ames 
BEE GARTON- Norton 
M UR IEL GIBBENs-Ness City 





EDITH DALE GUNCKEL- Wakeeney 
ELBERT M. HARRIs- Ford 
HANNAH HANSEN- Courtland 
FRED D. HEMPHILL- Clay Center 
ALLENE M. HENDERSON- Carneiro 
Second Row: 
MRS. VESTA HENRy- Paradise 
GAYLE HESLET- Ellis 
BESSIE ELLEN HILL- Jennings 
JAMES HOTZ- Brookville 
LELA GOLDA HowARD- McDonald 
EDITH HUNSLEy- Larned 
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Third Row: 
YUBA L. HUNSLEy- Larned 
OPAL HUXMAN- Arnold 
PANSY JANTZEN- Lebanon 
MILDRED JELINEK- Ellsworth 
KATHRYN KINCAID- St. Francis 
VERSAL KING- Plainville 
Fourth Row: 
ANNA M. KNAus- Quinter 
RUTHETTA KRAusE- LaCrosse 
THERON LAPLANTE- Ransom 
MILDRED LARuE- Fort Collins, Colo. 
CLARENCE A. LEONARD- Hanston 
VYRL W. LEVAN- Ness City 
7he REVEl LLE rtrffIIIII 
First Row: 
RICHARD LISS- Vesper 
ELLA MAJOR- Dorrance 
VIRGINIA MAXWELL-Gove 
HILDA McELRoy- Quinter 
RALPH McGIMSEy- Ransom 
JAMES McGRATH- Hays 
Second Row: 
AUDRA McLEoD- Jennings 
BERNICE MEYER-Bison 
JUANITA MEYER- Bison 
IRMA MILLER- St. John 
LUCILLE MORRIS- Almena 




VIVIAN MUNGER- Hoisington 
MARGARET NICHOLAs-Salina 
BONNELL PAGET- Covert 
HAROLD PALMER- Hays 
EDITH P ANTZER- Kanorado 
ETHEL PANTZER- Kanorado 
Fourth Row: 
VIOLA PAULy- Logan 
GALENE PERKINs- Utica 
LOUIE PLATTs- Welisford 
HARRY PRATT- Studley 
LAWRENCE RARIcK- Hays 




JAMES ROBIsoN- Maynard, la. 
LON L. ROBINSON, JR.- LaCrosse 
ELIZA ROENNE- Osborne 
ELIZABETH ROLOSON-Wakeeney 
LEO ROTH- Hays 
WILLIAM SCHWARTZKOPF- Alexander 
Second Row: 
MILDRED SCHLYER- Hays 
MAURINE SHIMMICK- Jennings 
NEIL SIMMONs- Lucas 
RUTH A. SIMPSON- Lewis 
MADGE SLA VENs- Codell 
GLADYS SPANIOL- Dodge City 
Pa2e F ifty-four 
Third Row: 
INES SPITSNAUGLE- Wakeeney 
GOLDIE STAMPER- Plainville 
ALICE START- Hays 
ELEANOR STREIFF- Dodge City 
ELZA STULL- Brownell 
REBECCA WELLS TAYLOR- Lyons 
Fourth Row: 
LOUISE TIMKEN- Bison 
MRS. NETA TRITT- Hays 
EDWIN V AN DOREN- H ays 
LOYAL V AN DOREN- Hays 
IRENE VAN PELT- Covert 
FERN VINCENT- Englewood 
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First Row: 
VIVIElI VINCENT- Clay Center 
VAL WALKER- Englewood 
ABI WEITZEL- LaCrosse 
JACK WHITE- Kanopolis 
MARY M. WHITMoRE- Boyero, C o l o . 
Second Row: 
GLADYS WICKIzER- Hays 
MELVIN WILSON- Smith Center 
DORIS WOODRING- Goodland 
DONALD ZEIGLER- Codell 
L OIS BAER- Ness City 
OIIlJDl7heREVEI LLE ' 
Sophomores 
T hird Row: 
GILMAN BISHop- Oronoque 
RUBY CAMPBELL- Lyons 
GEORGE CLow- Hays 
BEULAH DIxoN- Kinsley 
CARL FIREBAUGH- Augusta 
Fourth Row: 
ALEX KLEIN- Lucas 
MERWYN MILLER- Hays 
CHARLES SHEARER- Arnold 
ARDELIA WAMHOFF- H o l yrood 
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This unusually promising group comes to Hays just in the hour of her greatest 
development, and at the beginning of her day of greatness. To this class goes the 
responsibility for maintaining the forward movement and expansion. 
For a promising start, the Freshmen contributed liberally to the material in 
football, basketball, and track, probably making the greatest contribution to athletics 
of any first year group. One thing, however, remains for them to do! they must 





LELA ALDERSON- Fruitland, Id. 
RUTH ANDERSON-Ellinwood 
CLOIS ARNOLD- Colby 
JULIA BADENHOOp- Athol 
SHIRLEY BAIRD- Almena 
Second Row: 
GEORGE E. BALLs- Hays 
FRANCIS BARRy- Hays 
FLORENCE BARRy- Codell 
HARVEY BARTEL-Otis 
AGNES BARTLETT- Rozel 
BETH BARTON-Wallace 
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Freshmen 
Third Row: 
VIRGIL BASGALL- Hays 
RAY G. BEESLEy- Gove 
DALE F. BERNBECK- Utica 
BEULAH BIEBER- Kinsley 
BERT BINGAMAN- O akley 
VIOLA BLAcK- Meade 
Fourth Row: 
MELVIN BRADy- Dorrance 
WINIFRED MAE BRANNAN- Rozel 
ADRIAN A. BRAULT- Damar 
GLADYS BRIGGS-Utica 
GENEVIEVE BROCK- Jennings 




MURIEL BROWNING- Chase 
EULA BRYAN- Pretty Prairie 
MILDRED BUCK- Atwood 
WINSTON BULL- Oakley 
DWIGHT BURKHEAD- Gave 
JAMES CARMICHAEL- Q u inter 
Second Row: 
GRACIA CARROLL- Lewis 
EUGENE CAVIN- LaCrosse 
BERNICE CHEGWIDDEN- Wilson 
AMMON CHILDs- Rexford 
LAWRENCE CHILDs- Rexford 
FANNIE MAE CLARK- Rush Center 
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Third Row: 
ALTA CLINE- Oakley 
DORTHY COLE- Hays 
MARVELINE CONARD- Menlo 
MARION CONLEy- Ransom 
RUTH CONLEy- Kingman 
HOMER COURTNEY- Collyer 
Fourth Row: 
MILDRED COURTNEY- Collyer 
VERNON COURTNEy- Wakeeney 
NOVA Cox- Collyer 
GLADYS DARNELL- Garfield 
EARL DAVIsoN- Tribune 
KENNETH DAy- Waldo 
7!wREVEI LLE_ 
First Row: 
HOWARD DEAN- Agra 
HELEN DENISTON- Montezuma 
HELEN DRAKE- Nekoma 
GRAYSON EICHLEBERGER- Almena 
MARY ENFIELD- Hays 
ETHEL ENsIGN- Healy 
Second Row: 
ANN FANKHAu sER- Haviland 
JACK FINCHAM- Pratt 
ZELDA FOWLER-Lucas 
HELEN FRANCIs- Gorha m 
MILDRED FRANZ- Rozel 
RUBY FRISBIE- McDonald 




EDGAR FRUsHER- Jetmore 
NOEL GANOUNG- Plainville 
FRED GEORGE- Alexander 
WILMA GLASS- Ellis 
OSCAR GlsH- Alexander 
ALlCE GREENWALD- McCracken 
Fourth Row: 
EDITH GRIFFITH- Rush Center 
ORVIS GROUT- Hays 
STELLA HAISE- Russell 
FERN HALL- Waldo 
WARD HAMPTON- Tribune 
BETH HARKNEss- Hays 
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. Freshmen 
First Row: 
Lucy HARTMETz- ElIinwood 
HELEN HARTZELL- Kingman 
CHARLES HEATON- St. John 
ARTHUR HEFFEL- Dorrance 
WILLIAM HELM- Simpson 
DOROTHY HENDERSON-
Kansas City, Mo. 
Second Row: 
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OSCAR HERRICK- Osborne 
ALMA HEWSON-Larned 
BETTY HILSABEcK- Glasco 
DOYLE HOAGLAND- Jetmore 
NELLIE HOFFER- Ellis 
MARY ETTA HOLSAPPLE-Winona 
Third Row: 
JOHN HORAK- Wakeeney 
WYNONA HOUSE- Rush Center 
STELLA HUPFER- Bunker Hill 
LEANDER IMH~FF-Colby 
HUGO ISERNHAGEN- Agra 
RALPH JACKSON- Claudell 
Fourth Row: 
ARLIEN JENNINGS- Lucas 
ROBERT JENNISON- Hea ly 
VERNA JEPSON- Hays 
ANNETTE JONES- Otis 
CASEY JONES- Hill City 
BERNIECE JOHNSON- Luray 
7heREVEI LLE IIIDIIJ 
First Row: 
IVAL MARIE KERN- Palco 
MARLYN KINGSLEy- Ellis 
MILDRED KINGSLEy- Ellis 
HELEN KISTLER-Bunker Hill 
ARLENE KOBLER- Penokee 
HARVEY KRAus- Bison 
Second Row: 
FLORENCE KRusE- Lorraine 
HOWARD LAMOREux- Oakley 
WILLIAM LAMOREux- Oakley 
BERT LANE- Bazine 
FLOSSIE LEIGHTON- Osborne 
RALPH LEONARD- Hanston 
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Freshmen 
Third Row: 
ELMER LIss- Vesper 
VERNE LIPPERT- Bison 
ARTHUR LIVINGSTON- Menlo 
ORVAL LOCKHART- Lura y 
ALLENE LONG- Quinter 
JANICE LYoNs- Ford 
Fourth Row: 
WILLIAM MAAs- Ford 
VICTOR MERRYFIELD- Minneapolis 
KATE MARSH- Beverly 
EMILIE MATTAS- Wilson 
MONTA MATHEws- New Plymouth, 
Idaho 




VIRGINIA McFARLAND- Hutchinson 
SARAH McKINNEy- VeSper 
LEOTA McMAHAN- Logan 
DELBERT MCQUEEN- Qui nter 
WILDA CLAIRE McREYNOLDS-
Montezuma 
CLYDE MELTON- Hays 
Second Row: 
RAY MESsIcK- Oakley 
JUDD MILLER- Kipp 
WILLIAM MITCHELL- Ness City 
NINA MOSLEy- Dillon 
VERNON MULCH- Scott City 
LA WRENCE MEYERS- Oakley 
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Third Row: 
VERNON NEIDIG- Kanorado 
MARGARET NELSON- Lucas 
LORETTA NICHOLAs- Salina 
CHARLIE NORTHop- Jetmore 
FRANCES NOTESTINE- Larned 
THOMAS O'BRIEN- Plainville 
Fourth Row: 
CLYDE PARKER~Hays 
KATHRYN PARsoNs- Hays 
OPAL PAYNTER-Alton 
LEONA PEDDYCORD- Wilsey 
THURLENE PERKINs---':"'Plainville 
WINIFRED PETERs- Ness City 
?he REVEl LLE ftDIIDl 
First Row: 
DORIS PETERSON- Deerfield 
DORIS PFISTER-Pawnee Rock 
KATHERINE PRATT- Studley 
EDWARD PURMA- Grinnel 
MELVA RODRIcK- Luca s 
WINIFRED ROE- Russell 
Second Row: 
WILLA ROBB- Menlo 
BERNIECE RICHWINE- Holcolmb 
MARGUERITE RILEy- Scott City 
HELEN SANDy- COvert 
ERNEST SCHEER- Hays 




WILLIAM SCHWAB- LaCrosse 
FRANCES SHIELDS- Hoxie 
ANNE SCROGGs- Perkins, Okla. 
MURIEL SHARPE- Utica 
EDWARD SERPAN- LaCrosse 
HAZEL SIELING- Hays 
Fourth Row: 
EDITH SLIGHT AM- Stockton 
LILLIAN SMITH- Macksville 
MARGARET SMITH- Great Bend 
IRENE STANDLEy- Lucas 
LERoy STANDLEy- Hays 
ELLEN STRADAL- Collyer 
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Freshmen 
First Row: Second Row: 
ALFRED TAYLOR- Colby 
GLADYS TAYLOR- Hays 
LUCILI.E THOMPsoN- Gove 
ZELMA T HOGMARTlN- Woodston 
JOSEPHINE TOBIAs- Wilson 
ZARELDA TRITT- Waldo 
RANDALL TUCKER-Codell 
FRANK WANASEK- Waldo 
MERLE WATsON- Ness City 
EDRIE WEIGAND- LaCrosse 
WILBUR WEIGAND- LaCrosse 
LATITIA WEEKs- Macksville 
Third Row: 
WAVA WINELAND- Covert 
IDA MARIE WICKIzER- Hays 
ARLENE WILD- Palco 
ESTHER WILLIAMs- Winona 
HELEN W OLLESEN- Vesper 
MARTHA WYLIE- Quinter 
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Fourth Row: 
LELIA ZIMMET- Minneola 
DALE BARTLETT-Bird City 
ALBERT GREEN- Natoma 
ERNEST HooPEs- Lucas 
GEORGE MALCOLM- Almena 
DAVID MARKEL- Hays 
Fifth Row: 
GERTRUDE McCoy- Dighton 
FRANCES MATTAs- Wilson 
JUNE McELROy- Quinter 
CARL PARK- Wilson 
ARCHIE PRUTER- Natoma 




WILBUR "JACK" RILEY 
Head Coach 
Football 
For the first time in the history of the institution an 
alumnus was selected as head football coach. "JACK" played 
fighting heads~up football and basketball here and was an 
extremely successful coach at Oberlin High School. 
The high spot of the season for RILEY'S grid men was 
reached when they held the highly~touted Emporia Teachers 
to a scoreless tie. 
The squad this year was composed mainly of one~year 
men thus pointing for a very successful future. Out of twenty~ 
three lettermen, JACK will lose only four men. 
Hays followers are convinced that COACH RILEY has 
already made good. 
RILEY was ably assisted by back~field coach, BuscH GROSS, 
and freshman coach, JIMMY BURCHETT. The freshman team 
played several games with various neighboring high schools 
and gave the boys an opportunity to get some needed exper~ 
ience for next year and also en?-bled the coaches to discover 
talent which might profitably be used for the remainder of 
the year. 
The entire co aching staff were alumni of this school and 
imbued the boys with the old Tiger fight which characterized 
their work here in school not sO long ago. 
Standing, left ('0 right: RILEY ' (Coach), MACKENZIE, S C H RINER, Z EIGLER, SCHMITT, B AHL, WILSO N , MOREMAN, QUINLIN, MYERS 
CORDER, IRVIN, SCH ULL, TAYLO R, GROSS (Co a c h ). 
Front row, left to right: TH O MAS, F ox , RIEL, N EAl , PORTENIER, LANE,-..BEARLEY, FARR, Cox, MARTIN, FIREBAUG H, WOODRUFF. 
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VARSITY UNE-UP 
Line: FIREBAUG H , S C H M ITT, H ES LET, C ox, MARTIN AND IRVIN. 




Tackle Golden, Colorado 
At the close of the football season when it came 
time to pick the players whose work had been so out-
standing that the various coaches thought them worthy 
of a place on the all-conference and all-state teams, one 
player was almost a unanimous choice due to the fact 
that his work had been of first class rank throughout 
the entire year. This player was our own "PORT" who 
was picked as tackle on the first all-Central Conference 
team and was also placed on the second all-state team. 
In a post-season game played at Topeka between 
the stars of th e Central and Kansas Conferences, PORT 
played a majority of the game and received favorable 
comment because of his sterling play. 
Next year after PORT leaves this institution, it will 
seem strange to have a Tiger football team without 
a PORTENIER on it. WARREN'S brother, HAROLD, played 
a star game for several years on the Fighting Tiger 
squad and WARREN lived up fully to Hays expectations. 
There is no doubt that PORT was one of the best if 
not the best t ackle in the state this year and next year 
when the football call is sounded, there will be a posi-
tion that will be hard to fill. 
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Page Six[y-eigh[ 
Hays 7 - Sterling 13 
Hays 0 - Emporia Teachers 0 
Starting against the powerful Sterling club, 
the Tigers succumbed to experience and a 
howling cold wind that checked the fast run-
ning Tiger offensive and went down to a bitter 
13-7 defeat. 
However against the invading Emporia 
Hornets the next week, the flashes of power 
shown against Sterling developed into an im-
pregnable bulwark of strength which turned 
back the visiting ex-champions with a 0-0 tie. 
ELWOOD MACKENZIE 
End and Half 










Hays 14 - College of Emporia 0 
Hays 0 - Wichita 14 
The Tigers won . their second game of the 
season from the Collegians from Emporia by 
a score of 14,0. Hays made a very slow start 
but demonstrated their power the second half 
and put over two touchdowns. The feature of 
the game was WOODY'S 55,yard return of a 
punt for a touchdown which started the Tiger 
rally. 
In the first few minutes of play the next 
week, Wichita made two touchdowns and were 
able to protect this margin for the remainder of 
the game. After the first few minutes, the 
Tiger line demonstrated why it was one of the 
best in the conference and held the Wichita 















Hays 6 - Hastings, Nebr. 0 
Hays 0 - Pittsburg Teachers 14 
Oct. 10, Hastings visited the Tiger lair and 
received the short end of a 6-0 score. This 
score does not truly indicate the margin of 
superiority, however, as Hays outplayed the 
Nebraskans in every department. 
The following week, the Tigers journeyed 
to Pittsburg with everyone predicting a win 
over the Teachers. However, due to a dis-
astrous first quarter in which 5 men were 
injured, Pittsburg pushed over two touch-
downs and held their margin the remainder of 
the game despite the last half rally of the Tigers 
which threatened to erase their winning 
margin. 













To anybody unfamiliar with the real facts concerning the past football season, 
it would seem that Hays had what one would call an unsuccessful season. Hays 
Tigers finished in a tie for fifth place in the Central Conference, only one team finish-
ing lower than did we. 
However, when one considers the fact that 23 men earned letters and only 4 
are leaving school this year, he would surely get the idea that Tiger hopes should be 
soaring high for the years to come. That outlook is moreover intensified by the fact 
that 13 of the 23 lettermen are freshmen. 
Hays fans had high hopes of the Tigers finishing high in the conference for the 
first few weeks of the football season but it soon became apparent that the Tigers 
lacked experience and although they might not finish high this year, they would be 
crowding the leaders in future years when these inexperienced men have gained some 
valuable experience. 
Despite the fact that Hays finished relatively low in the conference standings, 
WARREN PORTENIER, Captain of the Tigers, was recognized by being placed on the 
1st all-conference football team and the 2nd all-state team. The all-Central Con-













. ........ . . Hays . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Wichita. 
. ...... Washburn. 
. Washburn . 
Browne . 
Rich . . 
McCoy .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsburg ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emporia . 
.... .. . . .... . . Emporia. 
Edwinson. 
Tucker. 
. . Washburn. 
Gallagher . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 
. Wichita. 
. Wichita. 
..... . ...... End 
. .. Tackle 
. . Guard 
. ... .... . Center 
. .. .. . Guard 
. ... Tackle 
. . ...... End 
. ........ Quarter 
. ... .. . .. Half 
. . . Half 
. . . Full 
The final Central Conference standings were: 
Won Lost Tied 
Washburn. .. .. . . , ...... . ... . 6 0 0 
Wichita .. . . . . . . .. . 4 1 
Emporia . . . . .. . . .... .. . . .. . 3 1 1 
Pittsburg. . ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 3 3 0 
Hays .. . ..... .. . . . .. . . ... 4 
Southwestern . . . . . ..... . . ..... . . . 1 4 









Outside the conference Hays lost to Sterling, tied Kansas Wesleyan and 
defeated Hastings, Nebraska. 
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1930 - Basketball - 1931 
PAUL "BUSCH" GROSS, the new Tiger court 
coach returns to his alma mater to coach the 
teams on which he once played. A star in three 
sports in his college days here before his gradua-
tion in 1921, BUSCH has behind him a long record 
of ultra-successful high school coaching, the last 
seven years of which were spent at Augusta. 
In his first year at Hays he has already estab-
lished not only his popularity but his ability, and 
instilled into his famous "rally boys" an un-
quenchable spirit which pulled game after game 
out of the fire with stirring last period come-
backs. From all appearances and opinion, BUSCH 
has come back to his school to stay. 
The Season's Record 
With a season's record of ten wins and nine losses, Hays finished in a tie for 
last place in the Central Conference, seven of the season's victories being registered 
ovei" non-conference competition. 
Hays 26 *Alumni 18 
" 35 *Peru 19 
" 24 *Peru 14 
" 37 *McPherson 25 
" 21 Pittsburg 29 
" 23 Wichita 24 
" 44 *McPherson 26 
" 28 *Wesleyan 27 
" 29 C. of E. 30 
* Indicates Non-Conference. 
Hays 30 C. of E. 27 
Hays 39 Emporia 27 
" 28 Washburn 19 
23 Pittsburg 38 
" 31 *Wesleyan 11 
" 20 Emporia 22 
" 29 Southwestern 32 
" 15 Washburn 31 
" 26 Wichita 41 





















WAYNE HOUDYSHEL L 
Guard 




Sophomore Hill City 
1st year 
LA WRENCE RARICK 
Forward 
Sophomore Hays 














1930 - Basketball - 1931 
Four regular veterans and a fine new lot of freshman material sent Hays into 
the season with high hopes and infinite possibilities. That they finished no better 
than they did was not only a surprise, but an unaccountable one, for the 1931 team 
was really the best in years, whatever the records may say to the contrary. A row of 
disastrous one, two and three point losses coupled with a few of the inevitable slumps 
combined to keep the Tigers out of the conference top deck, but the material un-
covered will be ready next year to turn experience to account, and hopes for n ext 
season are already soaring. 
There is one thing about the 1931 squad that will never b e forgotten, and that 
is their spirit. Probably no team ever won more seemingly hopeless contests or met 
more disastrous bad luck in defeat and maintained to the end a spirit like that which 
the Tigers carried into every contest. "BuscH's rally boys," they were called, and they 
earned the title by a remarkable series of determined rallies, many of which saved 
games from almost certain loss and others which were none the less glorious in 
defeat. 
A smooth working, co-operating bunch, th e 1931 team might well be called 
the team without a star, so evenly divided must be all credit. FARRAN CARTER, 
veteran little forward, rated a second all-conference position, as would have HOUDY-
SHELL, had he finished the season, while JACKSON, senior guard and co-captain , 
after getting away to a slow start played the most brilliant game of his long career , 
heading the majority of the rallies, and gaining for himself conference honorable 
mention. BAHL, co-captain with JACKSON, played his usual steady game in finishing 
an enviable athletic career of four years. 
But hopes for the future lie in the new men, and of these there are many. 
CARL THURLOW, "CHIEF" WILKINSON, and LAWRENCE RARICI<, forwards, H OWARD 
LAMOREUX and GEORGE CLOW, centers, and H AROLD LIETZKE, guard, with CARTER, 
who returns, furnish a strong nucleus for next year's team, which will be captained 
by THURLOW. 
CONFERENCE STANDINGS 
T eams W L 
Pittsburg 12 0 
Wichita 9 3 
South western 7 5 
Washburn 4 8 
C.ofE. 4 8 
Emporia 3 9 
Hays 3 9 
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Track 
A reviving interest and an influx of freshman track ma-
terial has indicated the return of the former greatness of 
Hays track teams. The disastrous season of 1930 brought 
little in the way of victory but disclosed some tracksters of 
promising merit, while in this year's crop of yearlings are 
several who will form a strong nucleus for next season's 
cinder squad. 
With all three coaches taking a hand in the training, the 
1931 squad suddenly assumed a powerful form, and started 
the season with a convincing victory in a triangular meet at 
McPherson, doubling the score easily on the nearest 
competitor. 
Among the point winners of this meet were revealed 
several who will rate among the best of the Central Confer-
ence, and who should score heavily in the dual and tri-
angular meets which preced the conference meet at 
Pittsburg. 
1930 RECORD 
J AM ES Y EAGER 
A ssistant C oach 
in Football and Track 












Triangular at McPherson: Hays 64, Hutchinson Junior College 30Y2, McPherson 29Y2. 
Dual at Hastings: Hastings 84Y2, Hays 46Y2. 
(1931 Record Incomplete) 
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ARLYN DRAKE- Hurdles MAX CAMPBELL- Distance 
HOWARD LAMOR Eux- Po/.e V ault RAY BRowN- lum/Js 
1931 -- Track -- 1931 
Far from being a one man track team, the 1931 squad has over a dozen men who 
assisted in the point gathering, with over half of these coming from the freshman 
class. The members of the 1931 squad and their chosen events: 
TRACK EVENTS 
Dashes - LOVETT, MESSICK, V. BROWN. 
Hurdles - LOVETT, V. BROWN, LAMOREUX. 
Middle Distance - V. BROWN, MESSICK, DUNCAN, L. BROWN. 
Distance - CAMPBELL, DUNCAN. 
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L O V ETT 
Dashes 
L. BRO WN 
Middle D istance 
FIREBA UG H 
Pole Va" lt 
Field Events 
Broad Jump - F. CARTER, R. BROWN. 
High Jump - R. BROWN, LAMOREUX. 
Pole Vault - PURMA, LAMOREUX. 
Shot Put - WILKINSON, MCQUEEN, CARMICHAEL 
Discus - MOREMAN, MCQUEEN, CARMICHAEL. 





With the formation of the Campus Tennis Club last year interest 
in tennis revived rapidly until now it is one of the most popular student 
sports. Outstanding among the student players are the four listed 
below, who comprise the team for inter-scholastic matches. 
Court matches are usually arranged in connection with the track 
meets, and afford these teams several tastes of competition before the 
final Central Conference Tennis tournament. 
Although SWEETLAND and ZINSZER are Seniors, PALMER, a Sopho-
more, and PARKER, a Freshman, will remain to carryon in other years. 
P A U L SWEETLAN D CLYDE PARKE,R HAROLD PALME R R,CHAR D Z,NSZER 
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ELIZABETH BARBOU R 
GENEVA MILLETT 
I nstn4ctors 
Women's Physical Ed uca tion 
The Women's Physical Education department offers 
opportunity for physical development of all women students 
including in the courses gymnasium work, dancing, swim-
ming and sports. 
Majors and minors are offered in physical education, 
with annually from fifteen to twenty women specializing in 
this work. The major club consists of those majoring in 
physical education and furthers and develops interest and 
ability in the work of the department. 
MAJOR CLUB MEMBERSHIP 
DOROTHY LEG LEITER, LaCrosse 
MILDRED SCHLYER, H ays 
MYRNA TOMLINSON, Garfield 
MARGARET NICHOLAS, S a lina 
ELEANOR CHITTENDEN, H a ys 
VELMA GREEN, Pla inville 
MARIE MAHONEY, Timken 
MARY GALE REECE, Spivey 
MARTHA WYLIE, Quinter 
MARIE HOFFER, Ellis 
YUBA HUNSLEY, Larned 
EDITH HUNSLEY, Larned 
KATHRYN BARNES, Be llaire 
FRANCES HOFF, Quinter 
Major Club: L EG LEITER, GREEN, E. H UNSLEY, Y. H UNSLEY, WYLIE, SCHLYER, CHITTENDEN, HOFF, NIC HOLAS, TOMLINSON, 
R EESE, BARNES. 
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HOCKEY CHAMPIONS: TOI) Row: HOFF, FARRISH , WYLIE, SPITZNAUG LE, L. NICHOLAS, FRANZ. 
Bottom Uow: E. HUNSLEY, REECE, COOPER, McNINCH, HOFFER, WICKIZER, TOMLINSON . 
Hockey 
Hockey is a major sport in the W. A. A., with the annual tournament as a 
regular fall feature. From this intramural tournament is chosen an honor team, 
members of which are granted letters. This year, the fight for the championship lay 
between two teams, one composed entirely of sophomores and the other drawn from 
the remaining three classes, the latter winning by 2-0. 
SOPHOMORES: BARNES, DIXON, BERGIN, NICHOLAS, SCHLYER, Y. HUNSLEY, NIELSON, DAVIDSON, ELLIOT, HENDERSON, PAGET. 
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DUCK CLUB:- BARNES, DAVIDSO N, RH OA D ES , T O MLINSON , NIC H O LAS, H OFF, WENGER , S C HLYER, Y. H U NSLEY , GREEN. 
Duck Club 
Kindred organizations are the Duck Club and the Life Savers. The former 
is a student organization of swimmers who love the sport and are proficient enough 
to pass the stringent membership tests, while the latter is a national organization 
sponsored by the Red Cross in which membership is granted only after passing cer-
tain tests prescribed and administered by a Red Cross representative. 
LIFE SA V E RS: - BARNES, T O MLINS O N , H OFF, E . H UNSLEY, GREEN, Y. H U NSLEY, CHITTENDEN, DAVIDSON , 
P age Eigh ty-th ree 
W.A.A. 
The purpose of the women's athletic association is to furnish opportunity and 
rewards for athletic recreational activity. This organization is open to any woman 
student who has made twenty-five points by participation in some sport. The W. 
A. A. sponsors all sports and also the annual high school girl's efficiency meet. 
Among the sports sponsored by the W. A. A. in 1930-31 are soccer, hockey, 
basketball, volleyball, baseball, tennis, swimming, dancing, hiking, and skating. 
The Orchesus dancing society, the Duck Club, a swimming organization, and the 
Tennis Association all are under the auspices of the W. A. A. 
Besides participating in college efficiency meets and play-days, the W. A. A. 
holds an annual high school meet on the campus, which this year was held April 
10 and 11. 















Top Row: FRITTS, R EEC E, G ILPIN , McNINCH , AN DE RSON, T O MLINS O N , Y. HUNSLEY, S C HLYER, NICHO LAS, C HITTENDEN , F RAN Z 
L. NICH O LAS. 
Bottom Row: B ERGIN, WYLIE. H O FF, E . H U N SLEY, LEG LEITER, FRANC IS, PAGET . 
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ACTIVITIES 
Music Festival 
The Hays Music Festival is an annual event grown dear and famous to music 
lovers of the state. Around the music contests of Western Kansas High Schools, 
MR. MALLOY, has built a program of outstanding musical attractions, which this year 
included a recital by KATHLEEN KERSTING, lyric soprano of the Chicago Civic Opera 
Company, a concert by the Kansas State College Band, and the featuring perform-
. ance of the Messiah, HANDEL'S great oratorio. 
MUSIC FESTIVAL CALENDAR, 1931 
Day and Date 9 A. M. 1:30 P. M. 8:00 P. M. 
Wednesday 
April 29 
Thursday Music Contest 
April 30 Solos 
Friday Music Contest 




Ouartets. Glee Clubs 
Recital, Kathleen Kersting 
Chicago Civic Opera Co. 
Music Contest Concert, K. S. C. Band 
Solos Prof. Beckhelm, Pianist 
Music Contest Messiah 
Orchestras Chorus, Orchestra, Soloists 
Music Contest 
Choruses 
Scene from the May Fete of 1930 
7heREVEI LLE __ 
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The Messiah 
The Messiah featured the oratorio quartet composed of: 
MISS MERIBAH MOORE, Soprano 
MRS. RAYMOND HAVENS, Contralto 
HOBART DAVIS, T enor 
ERLE DANLEY, Baritone 
Supporting this quartet was the Festival Chorus, a per~ 
manent organization of Hays voices, with accompaniment 
furnished by the Festival Orchestra, under the direction of 
HENRY EDWARD MALLOY. 
Combined College an d High Sch ool Ba nds in Feature Con cert 
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Women's Glee Club 
The Women's Glee Club of K. S. C. began 
its season of activities with the home concert, 
January 26, at the Trinity Lutheran Church. On 
January 27 it began its annual concert tour. 
During this tour concerts were given in twenty-
one different towns including Ness City, Gar-
den City, Holcomb, Montezuma, Cimarron, 
Kinsley, St. John, Lyons, Ellinwood, Bison, 
Great Bend, Hoisington, Sterling, Hutchinson, 
Larned, Dodge City, Scott City, Dighton, 
Woodston and Osborne. 
QUARTET 
VIRGINIA SAILORS DOROTHY KING 
2nd Soprano Mezzo Soprano 




RARICK, KRAUS, MORAN, WICKIZER, WAGNER, HUNT, WRIGHT, WICKIZER 




MARY GAYLE REECE 
Mezzo Soprano 






Women's Glee Club 
Top Row 




































L ETHA ABELL 




VIVIAN R EEVES 
HELEN DENISTON 






H. E. MALLOY 




FLORENCE BARRY, RACHEL GREEN, VIVIAN INLOW, MADGE SLAVENS, ZELMA THOGMARTIN, MARVELINE CONARD, STELLA HAISE 
EFFIE ROHE, MARJORIE WALKER, LELIA ZIMMETT . 
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The "Collegians" orchestra is the official dance orchestra of the campus. It 
furnished music for all the school varsities during the year, and for a number of 
sorority and fraternity parties. This is the "Collegians" first year as an organized 
orchestra. 
VICTOR MERRYFIELD 





GA YLE HESLET EO SERPAN 
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2nd T enor 
M c FADDEN 





Men's Glee Club 
The Men's Glee Club this year en-
gaged in a heavy schedule of concerts 
covering a wide range of territory. In 
addition to their aimual concert tour 
which included twenty-seven towns, the 
club participated in a contest at McPher-
son, and climaxed their season with the 
annual home concert on March 3. 
Tol) Row: DAVIDSON, COURTNEY, DARLAND, KNISLEY, JENNINGS, KING, UNRUH, PURMA, L EONARD , WILLIAMS, LEONARD. 
Second Row: BARRY, BATTHOUR, WELLS, GOERTZ, NEIDIG, CHILDS, FRYAR, SMITH, LAPLANTE, WAGNER. 
Third Row: HAMPTON, VEAS EY, FAULKNER, SCHUR, SMITH, IMHOFF, T UCKER, SWEETLAND, KRAUS. 
Fourth Row: BALDWIN, MAAS, ASKEW, ANDERSON, WHITHAM, GEORGE, COURTNEY, ZINSZER. 
Fifth Row: ROBINSON, SCHLEGEL, EADES, HOLMES, DAVIS, STEEPLES, L EVAN . 
. Not Pictured: FREEMAN, HARRIS, W. LAMOREUX , LEGLEITER, McFADDEN, VAUGHAN. 
rtrIIIII17heREVEI LLE 
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The Reveille Staff 
This book is a Junior class project, although many of the staff were drawn from the Sophomores, to whom the 
responsibili ties of nex t year's annua l will be left with a sense of assurance grown from their hearty co-operation in thi s 
year's work. 
Individual purtrairs al'pearing in these pages were taken at the Ferris Studio, while the athletic pictures were taken 
by W. E. EKEY. To the Mid-Continent Engraving Company of Wichita goes the credit for the art work and engraving, 
and the Consolidated Printing Company of Salina handled the printing and binding of the books. 
These companies and persons share with the staff an interest in the making of your book. 
SCOTT WYLIE, Business Manager 
HENRY BUCK, Asst. Bus. Manager 
ERNEST BAKER, Sports. 
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THE STAFF 
MYRNA TOMLINSON, Feature 
PAULINE BERGIN, Women's Slmrts 
DONALD DOANE, Editor 
FRED HEMPHILL, A.<st. Editor 
GLADYS CHEGWIDDEN, Organizations 
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The State College Leader 
The State College Leader is a student news publication. It was formerly known as the K. S. T . C. Leader but since 
the recent change of the name of the College has been called the State College Leader. The editor is elected annua lly by 
student subscribers from those who have taken work in the journa li sm department. 
KATHERINE RHOADES- Editor 
FAYE STEIGER- Business Manager 
LON R OBINSON- Assistant F..dirnr 
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THE STAFF 
VERNER WILLIAMS- Ass't Business Mgr. 
GLADYS CHEGWIDDEN- Society 
VELMA KRAUSE- Personals and Alumni 
ALICE START- Sports and Exchange 
MYRNA TOMLINSON- Women's Sports 
ED HOLMEs- Features 
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The Aerend 
DR. R. R. MACGREGOR 
Editor-in-Chie/ 
The Aerend is a quarterly publication containing literary compositions 
of students and faculty members, printed and bound by the State College 
Press. The official organ of the Quill Club, it affords opportunity for 
development of literary ability and an outlet for writings of merit. 
An editorial board of three persons is appointed for each issue, while 
contributions may come from any student or teacher on the campus. 
First published in January, 1930, already this publication has made for 
itself a place in Kansas literary circles. 
A erend Editorial Board 
Summer, 1930: H. A. ZINSZER 
PAUL FONTAINE 
C. F. WIEST 
Fall, 1930: C. F. WIEST 
L. D. WOOSTER 
MRS. GRACE ROGERS 
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Winter, 1931: L. D. WOOSTER 
C. E. RARICK 
T. W. WELLS 
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Debate 
Three debate teams represented Ft. Hays K. 
S. C. in forensic contests engaging in an active 
schedule which included two major tourna, 
ments. 
Opening the season with a practice tourna, 
ment, December 6,7 at Winfield, the men's 
team, composed of SAYLOR and REECE, won 
from Friends University and lost to Emporia 
Teachers, St. Marys, Baker, and St. Benedicts, 
while the women's team, composed of ANN 
DAVIS and MARGARET BLOOME, defeated Pitts, 
burg, Sterling, and C. of E., losing only to K. S. 
A. C. and McPherson. Another practice debate 
between the men's second team of HUGH 
FRUSHER and WALTER SCHMITT, met K. S. A. C. 
at Ellsworth on February 23. 
PROF. JAMES S TART 
Coach 
Closing the home season with a victory over the Colorado State Teachers on 
March 18, REECE and BAKER represented the men in the regional Pi Kappa Delta 
tournament at Pittsburg, gaining a decision over Southwestern but losing to Baker 
and Emporia Teachers. MARGARET BLOOME and ANN DAVIS, representing the women 

























I MAURICE "SMILEY" FAULKNER Student Director 
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Marine Band Booster Trip 






Music Festival Booster Trip 
Music Festival Concert 






Fraternities and Sororities 
With the change in name and nature of the school, fraterni-
ties and organizations may also be expected to undergo a radical 
change. The status of a liberal arts institution will permit the 
establishment of national honorary and social organizations 
which were barred as long as Hays remained a teachers college. 
Among those national honorary societies now open to Hays 
IS that of Phi Beta Kappa, an honorary scholastic s'ociety, a 
chapter of which will probably be installed soon if present 
plans do not miscarry. In social fraternities, strictly teachers' 
college organizations were previously permitted, but now the 
field is open for membership in, any prominent national fra-
ternity or sorority. 
At present on the campus are four fraternities, three of 
which are national, and five sororities, all national. These 
organizations are fast growing in size and injb,ence and are 
taking a large part in support of campus activities. 
7heREVEI LLE ITIIIIIl 
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MEMBERS 
HENRY BUCK, Belleville 
CLAYTON CAMPBELL, Victor 
MAX CAMPBELL, Wakeeney 
HERBERT CHITTENDEN, Hays 
ROGER FRITTS, Paradise 
HENRY FOREMAN, Hanston 
FRED HEMPHIll, Clay Center 
VICTOR HUBBS, Dorrance 
JUDD MILLER, Kipp 
N ElL SIMMONS, Lucas 
WAYNE STEEPLES, Palco 
SCOTT WYLIE, Quinter 
DONALD ZEIGLER, Codell 
FRANCIS BARRY, Hays 
JAMES CARMICHAEL, Quinter 
WALTER CORMACK, Rossville 
CLARENCE HARTSEll, Preston 
DELBERT MC:::2UEEN, Quinter 
CLYDE MELTON, Hays 
LAWRENCE RARICK, Hays 
EDWARD SERPAN, LaCrosse 
JESSE SCHMITT, Hays 
Sigma Tau Gamma 
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Roy COOPER, Dorrance 
KENNETH JACKA, Arnold 
VAL WALKER, Englewood 
VICTOR WELLS, Hays 
JAMES MCGRATH, Hays 
DELWYN ALLPHIN Palco 
DALE BARTlETT, Bird City 
EUGENE CAVIN, LaCrosse 
CASEY JONES, Hill City 
JACK FINCHAM, Pratt 
MELVIN BRADY, Dorrance 
MERLIN WILKINSON, Quinter 
MERWYN MILLER, Hays 
VERNAL DUNCAN, Wakeeney 
JAMES VAUGHAN, Greenville, S. C. 
PLEDGES 
ERNEST HOOPES, Lucas 
NORMAN LIETZKE, Augusta 
ALFORD SIMONS, Burden 
PHILIP REDER, Atlanta 
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MEMBERS 
HERBERT DRAKE, Nekoma 
CARL FIREBAUGH, Augusta 
THOMAS HIMES, Hoxie 
HARRY PRATT, Studley 
LAWRENCE ROMIESER, Timken 
HERMAN ROTHE, Bison 
GAYLE RYAN, Brownell 
HARLAN TOOTHAKER, Hays 
GEORGE BALLS, Hays 
GEORGE CLOW, Augusta 
MILTON DEETS, Garfield 
FRED DELLETT, Rush Center 
ARLYN-DRAKE, Nekoma 
LYNN DR.".KE, Natoma 
GORDON FARR, Russell 
ORVIS GROUT, Hays 
VERNON MULCH, Scott City 
WILLIAM NICHOLS, Hoxie 
Phi Sigma Epsilon 
WAYNE HOUDYSHELL, Pawnee Rock 
FARRAN CARTER, Kansas City 
GERALD FRENCH, Pawnee Rock 
TINE HARBAUGH, Bunkerhill 
JOHN HARBAUGH, Bunkerhill 
JESS WOODRUff, Minneapolis 
ROBERT MOSIER, Hoxie 
ALBERT HAWKES, Hays 
BERT LANE, Bazine 
HAROLD Fox, Ellis 
HUGH HARRILL, Augusta 
WADE MORIARITY, Augusta 
HOWARD DEAN, Agra 
FRED FRYE, Pawnee Rock 
WARD SHULL, Horton 
RICHARD McFADDEN, Natoma 
ARTHUR LIVINGSTON, Menlo 
PLEDGE - JOHN MAYS, Kanopolis 
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MEMBERS 
RAYMOND DARLAND, Code ll 
National Honorary Sinfonian 
MAURICE FAULKNER, Great Bend 
RAYMOND FRYAR, Burton 
LEO LEGLEITER, LaCrosse 
VYRL LEVAN, Ness City 
HAROLD PALMER, Hays 
LON ROBINSON, LaCrosse 
LA WRENCE SA.YLER, Great Bend 
ELMER SCHLEGEL, Hays 
VERNER WILLIAMS, Ness City 
WILLIAM MAAS, Ford 
RANDALL TUCKER, Codell 
O. P . WEIGEL, Hays 
Phi Mu Alpha 
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HARRY WOLFE, Ellis 
CHARLES EADS, Quinter 
GORDON SEKA VEC, Brownell 
RALPH VEASEY, Hays 
JOHN BALDWIN, Lyons 
PLEDGES 
AMMON CHILDS, Rexford 
LEANDER IMHOFF, Colby 
MARLYN KINGSLEY, Ellis 
PROF. FREDERICK H . GREEN 
HARVEY KRAUSE, Otis 
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MEMBERS 
JOHN ANDERSON, Roxbury 
ERNEST BAKER, Hays 
LLOYD CUNNINGHAM, Hays 
MARION COULSON, Plains 
EARL DRAGOO, Luray 
HARRY GLASS, Altoona 
HAROLD KIMERER, Hunter 
LOWELL KNISLEY, Logan 
GERALD LONG, Wakeeney 
JAMES REECE, Lucas 
WILLIAM WAGNER, Wakeeney 
DONALD WILLIAMS, Luray 
FRANK VANDE WATER, H ays 
VERNON COURTNEY, Wakeeney 
HENRY ELIAS, McCracken 
CHARLES HEATON, St. John 
WILLIAM HELM, Simpson 
DOYLE HOAGLAND, Jetmore 
RALPH LEONARD, Hanston 
CLARENCE LEONARD, Hanston 
GLENN LOWRY, Webster 
WILLIAM MITCHELL, Ness City 
EDWIN VAN DOREN, Hays 
LOYAL VAN DOREN, Hays 
LOWELL Y ASMER, Arnold 
Kappa Beta Tau 
Roy CAMPBELL, Hays 
WILLIAM STEWART, Weskan 
GEORGE SMITH, Luray 
MARION SMITH, Plains 
ROGER UNRUH, Pawnee Rock 
LAWRENCE TAYLOR, St. John 
VIRGIL BROWN, Oakley 
EDGAR DRAGOO, Luray 
WESLEY FREEMAN, Wells ford 
ORVAL LOCKHART, Luray 
WILl.IAM LAMOREUX , Oakley 
RA Y MESSICK, Oakley 
LAWRENCE MYERS, Oakley 
VERNON MOREMAN, Rossville 
ROBERT RIEL, Watseka, Ill. 
WILLIAM SCHWAB, L aCrosse 
WILBUR WEIGAND, LaCrosse 
MARVIN WILSON, Mulvane 
HERBERT GRIFFETH, Wakeeney 













The Panhellenic organization of Ft. Hays K. S. C. was organized December 12, 
1925 for the purpose of promoting better cooperation and friendliness among the 
sororities. During its existence it has done much to raise the standard of scholarship 
among the sorority girls. It supervises rush week activities and makes all necessary 
rules and regulations. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
ALICE NIELSEN, Fairport 
GERALDINE REINECKE, Great Bend 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
GENEVA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
EFFIE M AE M CWILLIAMS, Quinter 
REPRESENT A TIVES 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
KATHERINE RHOADES, Hays 
MYRNA TOMLINSON, Garfield 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
WAUNETA HILL, Loga n 
KATHRYN BARNES, Bellaire 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 
FAYE STEIGER, M enlo 
PEARL W ENGER, Selden 
Facility Advisor- MIss ELIZABETH J. AGNEW 
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PJge On , Hundred Three 
L OUIS E BOWLU·S 
ELEANOR CHITrENDEN 
EFFIE DENIS ON 
ANNABELLE HOWEL L 
STELLA MAY H UPFER 
DOROTHY KING 
L OUISE M ADSEN 
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Alpha Sigma Alpha 
LOUISE BOWLUS, Russell 
ELEANOR C~ITTENDEN, H ays 
DOROTHY KING, H ays 
VELMA KRAUSE, Delphos 
BELVA MoTZ, H ays 
ALICE NEILSEN, Fairport 
GERALDlNE REINECKE, Great Bend 
VIRGINIA SAILORS, Dodge City 
MARJORIE WALKER, Brownell 
EFFIE DENISON, Hoxie 
BETH HARKNESS, Hays 
STELLA MAY HUPFER, Bunkerhill 
EVELYN PAULEY, Logan 
VIOLA PAULEY, Loga n 
MARY GAYLE REECE, Spivey 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S. C. HAYS, 1928 
COLORS: Pearl White and Crimson; Palm Green and Gold. 
FLOWERS: Aster and Narcissus . 
MEMBERS 
V E LMA KRAUSE 
EVELYN PAULEY 
VI OLA PAULEY 






BETH HARKN ESS 
MARY GAYLE REEC E 
SYLVIA SCHLEGEL 
VIRG INIA SAILORS 
CLARA WHITE 
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Delta Sigma Epsilon 
VENA MAE DAVIDSON, Hays 
HILA JANSEN, Bison 
DOROTHY LEG LEITER, LaCrosse 
MARIE PIVONKA MAHONEY, Timken 
KATHRYN MARSHALL, Wakeeney 
EFFIE MAE MCWILLIAMS, Quinter 
BERNICE MEYER, Bison 
JUANITA MEYER, Bison 
ARDELIA W AMHOFF, Holyrood 
THELMA WILSON, L aCrosse 
GENEVA WRIGHT, Kinsley 
ALICE BARTELL, Ellis 
VIVIAN INLOW, Hill City 
STELLA HAISE, Russell 
WYNONA HOUSE, Rush Center 
GEORGIA PURMA, Grinnell 
WILLA ROB!,!, Menlo 
ANNETTE SCROGGS, Ellis 
ELLEN STRADAL, Wakeeney 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S. C. HAYS, 1925 
COLORS: Olive Green and Cream. 
FLOWER: Cream T ea Rose. 
ALICE BARTElL 
MARVELINE CONARD 
VENA MAE DAVIDSO N 
JOSEPHINE FARRISH 
STELLA HAISE 
WYNONA H O USE 
VIVIAN INLOW 
HILA JANSEN 
_ 7!wREVEI LLE 
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EFFIE MAE MCWILLIAMS 
BERNICE MEYE R 
JUANITA M EYE R 
GEORGIA PURMA 
WILLA ROBB 
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Sigma Sigma Sigma 
RHOBIA ANDERSON, Oberlin 
CLARA BOCK, Goodland 
HELENE BOCK, Goodland 
ALlCE FRANCIS, Oberlin 
VELMA GREEN, Plainville 
ISLA GILPIN, Cadell 
RUTH HOGAN, Salina 
FLORENCE POPE, Selden 
FAYE STEIGER, Menlo 
PEARL WENGER, Selden 
GLADYS WICKIZER, Hays 
THELMA KELLY, Phillipsburg 
KATHRYN KINCAID, St. Francis 
HAZEL SEILING, Hays 
ELLEN SNYDER, Soldier 
INES SPITZNAUGLE, Wakeeney 
IDA MARIE WICKIZER, Hays 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S. C. HAYS, 1925 
COLORS: Royal Purple and White. 
















IDA MARIE WICKIZER 
FREDA WILSON 
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Pi Kappa Sigma 
KATHRYN BARNES, Bellaire 
WAUNETA HILL, Logan 
PAULINE JACKSON, Cla udell 
AGNES MCPEAK, Hunter 
RUTH MOORE, Stockton 
BERNICE ELLIOTT, Weskan 
YUBA HUNSLEY, Larned 
DORIS PETERSON, Deerfield 
BERNICE RICHWINE, Holcomb 
WINIFRED ROE, Russell 
MADGE SLAVENS, Codell 
MARGARET SMITH, Great Bend 
ABI WEITZEL, LaCr:osse 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S . C . HAYS, 1930 
COLORS: Turquoise Blue and Gold. 
FLOWERS: Y ellow Jonquils and Forget-me-nots. 
MEMBERS 
e LOIS ARN O LD PAULINE JACKSON 
KATHRYN BARN ES . RACHEL GREEN 
BERNICE ELLIO TT A G NES MCPEAK 
WAUNETA HILL R U TH MOORE 
G E.RALDINE HILL D O RIE PETERSON 
YUBA HUNSLEY 
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WINIFRED ROE 
JEWEL ROYC E 
B ERNIC E RICHWINE 
MADGE SLAVENS 
MARG ARET SMITH 
ASI WEITZEL 




GLADYS C HEGWIDDEN 
N OVA Cox 
KATHLYN DENNIS 
HELEN FRITTS 
Theta Sigma Upsilon 
PAULINE BERGIN, Bogue 
ELOISE BLOOME, Rexford 
MARGARET BLOOME, Rexford 
GLADYS CHEGWIDDEN, Lucas 
KATHLYN DENNIS, Woodston 
HELEN FRITTS, Paradise 
WILABOUR HARDY, Hays 
FRANCES HOFF, Quinter 
MARGARET NICHOLAS, Salina 
EILEEN NORTHUP, Quinter 
KATHERINE RHOADES, Hays 
MILDRED SCHLYER, Hays 
ALICE START, Hays 
MYRNA TOMLINSON, Garfield 
EDITH HUNSLEY, Larned 
FRANCES SHIELDS, Hoxie 
LELIA ZIMMETT, Minneola 
MONTA MATTHEWS, LaCrosse 
JOSEPHINE HUNT, Hays 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S. C. HAYS, 1928 
COLORS: Rose and Silver. 






FERN M ORRISSETTE 
MARGARET NICHOLAS 
EILEEN N ORTHUP 
KATHERINE RHOADES 
MILDRED ScHLYER 
G LADYS SPANIOL 
ALICE START 
MYRNA TOMLINSON 
L ELIA ZIMMETT 
PLEDGES: DEBORAH BLATTNER, FAYNE H UBBELL, JOSEPHINE HUNT, ARLENE KOBLER, VIVIEN REEVES, FRANCES SHIELDS. 
?heREVEILLEInD 
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Members 
ERNEST BAKER, Hays 
MARGARET BLOOME, Rexford 
ANN DAVIS, Liberal 
WESLEY FREEMAN, Wellsford 
WILABOUR HARDY, Hays 
CLYDE PUTNAM, Haven 
JAMES REECE, Lucas 
LAWRENCE SAYLOR, Great Bend 
V ALORIE WIRUTH, Cuba 
Pi Kappa D~lta 
NATIONAL HONORARY FORENSIC FRATERNITY 
Nu CHAPTER INSTALLED AT K. S. C. 1924 
Faculty Members 
PROF. JAMES START 
PROF. L. D. WOOSTER 
PROF. R. L. PARKER 
_ 7heREVEI LLE 
Honorary 
ARCHDEACON C. E. COLES 
Other Members 
JOSEPHINE HUNT, Hays 
Pa ge One Hund~ed Nine 
Members 
MISS MANETTA HElDMAN 
Faculty Adviser 
ALICE BEESLEY, Gove 
Treasurer 
HELENE BOCK, Goodland 
President 
BIRDENA HACKETT, McCracken 
RUTH MOORE, Stockton 
V ice-President 
FLORENCE POPE, Selden 
Guard 
GRACE SPOELSTRA, Prairie View 
Secretary 
PEARL WENGER, Selden 
Keeper of Archives 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
HONORARY HOME ECONOMICS SORORITY 
ESTABLISHED AT K. S. C. 1925 
Colors: Red and Gold Flower: Poppy 
Publication: "Distaff" 
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Pi Gamma Mu 
The national honorary Social Science fraternity, 
Pi Gamma Mu, functions on the campus of the State 
College through its Zeta chapter. This chapter repre~ 
sents the youngest fraternal organization in our midst, 
having been granted a charter on March 11,1931. The 
purpose of this fraternity is the inculcation of the ideals 
of scholarship, scientific attitude and method, and 
social service in relation to all social problems. 
The purposes of the organization, which are 
divided between scholastic and recreational activities, . 
are carried on through the following committees: 
Executive, Program, Social, Publicity, and Research. 
IDA L. SMITH ~ 
GERALD LONG 




- Secretary~ Treasurer 
FOUNDATION MEMBERSHIP 
MISS ELIZABETH J. AGNEW 
MISS RUTH E. BELL 
MISS MAUDE GORHAM 
MRS. PEARL CRUISE 
MISS MAUDE McMIND ES 
DR. R. R. MACGREGOR 
PROF. C. E. RARICK 
MR. F. B. STREETER 
DR. W. H . WALKER 
DR . C. F. WIEST 
PRES. W. A. LEWIS 
PROF. C. H. LANDRUM 
IDA L. SMITH 
PROF. JAMES E. ROUSE 









GRACE E. ROGERS 
ESTHER SWEETLAND 
RALPH VEASEY 
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Fraternity Directory 
A collection of valuable information concerning the socially elite. 
PHI Mu ALPHA: (Associated Musicians, Inc.) 
Motto: Music hath charms to calm the savage heart. 
Emblem: Harp - an earthly one, for none remains for them above. 
Distinguishing characteristic: An Irish nose - it turns up. 
PHI SIGMA EpSILON: (American Athletic Union, branch office). 
Motto: Drink through the happy hours. • 
Emblem: Padlock. 
Distinguishing characteristic: A chronic cold (accounting for the red noses.) 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA: (National Democratic Committee Training School.) 
Motto: To the victor belong the spoils. Win that election. 
Emblem: The soap box. 
Distinguishing characteristic: That baby kissing congressman manner. 
KAPPA BETA TAU: (E Pluribus unum). 
Motto: One in every home by Easter. 
Emblem: The pledge ribbon. 
Distinguishing characteristic: An eagle eye, developed by constant search for 
pledges. 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA: (Matrimony Club, results guaranteed). 
Motto: We always get our man. 
Emblem: The diamond. 
Distinguishing characteristic: The bridal blush. 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA: (Home Maker's Training School). 
Motto: The way to a man's heart is through his stomach. 
Emblem: The skillet. 
Distinguishing characteristic: Domesticity. 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON: (Subsidiary of the W. A. A.) 
Motto: Strength. 
Emblem: W. A. A. pin. 
Distinguishing characteristic: Athlete's foot. 
DELTA SIGMA EpSILON: (What the well dressed college woman is wearing.) 
Motto: Fashion at any cost. 
Emblem: The glove. 
Distinguishing characteristic: By their dress shall ye know them. 
PI KAPPA SIGMA: (A lusty infant.) 
Motto: Quality not quantity. 
Emblem: Custer's last stand. 
Distinguishing characteristic: That distinctive air. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
K-Club 
SCOTT WYLIE - President 
FARRAN CARTER - Vice-President 
CARL THURLOW Secretary-Treasurer 
The K-Club is an organization of all the men who have been awarded letters 
in some form of athletic competition. The purpose is to promote interest in Hays 
athletics and to preserve among its athletes a common bond of fellowship. 
Sponsorship of basketball tournaments and assistance in the handling of all 
athletic contests and reception of visiting athletes all constitute a part of the regular 
duties of the club. 
There are at present forty-four active members of the K-Club in school. 
SCOTT WYLIE, Quinter 
JOSH Cox, Smith Center 
MEMBERS 
FARRAN CARTER, Kansas City, Kansas 
TINE HARBAUGH, Bunker Hill 
JESSE WOODRUFF, Minneapolis 
CARL FIREBAUGH, Augusta 
DONALD ZEIGLER, Codell 
VIRGIL BROWN, Oakley 
VERNON MOREMAN, Rossville 
CHARLES IRVIN, Winfield, Missouri 
LAWRENCE MYERS, Oakley 
LAWRENCE RARICK, Hays 
JULIUS BAHL, Hays 
WARD SHULL, Horton 
RAY QUINLAN, Lyons 
WILLIS NEIL, Scott City 
WARREN PORTENIER, Golden, Colorado 
HOWARD LAMOREUX, Oakley 
BERT LANE, Bazine 
ADOLPH SCHRINER, Bison 
MERWIN WILSON, Mulvane 
HAROLD Fox, Ellis 
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GORDON FARR, Natoma 
IRVIN CORDER, Hays 
ROBERT RIEL, Watseka, Illinois 
JESS SCHMITT, Fairview 
MERLIN WILKINSON, Quinter 
MAX CAMPBELL, Hunter 
HOBART JACKSC)N, El Dorado 
CARL THURLOW, Hill City 
NORMAN LIETZKE, Augusta 
PAUL B. GROSS, Hays 
JACK W. RILEY, Hays 
GEORGE CLOW, Augusta 
ELWOOD MACKINZIE, Oberlin 
BERNARD MARTIN, Beeler 
ARLYN DRAKE, Rozelle 
JAMES BURCHETT, Oberlin 
BILL BEARLEY, Atwood 
Gus WERTH, Hays 
WAYNE HOUDYSHELL, Pawnee Rock 
GLENN LOWRY, Webster 
PAUL SWEETLAND, Hays 
FRED ALBERTSON, Hays 
7heREVEI LLE IIfIII 
Y. W. C. A. 
The Young Women's Christian Association of Ft. Hays K. S. C. has as its pur-
pose the spiritual, physical, and mental development of its members. Its Three-fold 
aim is: 
1. To unite in the desire to realize full and creative life through a growing 
knowledge of God. 
2. To determine to have a part in making this life possible for all people. 
3. In this task to seek and to understand Jesus and follow Him. 
FLORENCE DANIELS, President 
LILLIAN CLAAR, Vice-President 
THELMA DANIELS, Secretary 
CABINET 
BEE GARTON, Devotional Chairman 
FERN LACY, Music Chairman 
BETH BARTON, Publicity Chairman 
RACHEL HART, Treasurer LOIS RARICK, Social Service 
MILDRED LA RUE, Social Chairman ALICE BEESLEY, Finance Chairman 
BARTON 
GARTON 
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DELWIN ALLPHIN 

































































































V ice President 

















FRANK VAN DEWATER 
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RALPH ARNOLD, H ays 
W. L. BEARLEY, Atwood 
EULA BRYAN, Pretty Prairie 
DWIGHT BURKHEAD, Hays 
J. K. CARSTENS, Jennings 
LEE CASHMAN, Powhattan 
ELLA CLAAR, Oberlin 
OTIS DOANE, Goodland 
EARL DRAGOO , lola 
GORDON FARR, Russell 
JOSEPH FISHER, Larned 
LOUIE GARLOW, Ames 
HARRY GLASS, Altoona 
C. K. GLENN, Goodland 
HANNAH HANSEN, Courtland 
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V ice~ President 
PROF. C. · H. LANDRUM - Faculty Adviser 
MEMBERS 
JOSH Cox, Smith Center 
WAUNETA HILL, Logan 
LOUISA HoTZ, Hays 
BERT LANE, Bazine 
FLORENCE LAVERY, Cawker City 
NORMAN LEITZKE, Augusta 
MARY MILLER, Claflin 
KATHERINE PRATT, Studley 
ADOLF SCHRINER, Bison 
E. L. SLIGHTAM, Stockton 
PEARL SLIGHTAM, Stockton 
IDA SMITH, Belleville 
LEROY STANDLEY, Hays 
GEORGE SVATOS, Pawnee 
LUCILLE THOMPSON, Gove 
GEORGE FRINGER, Burr Oak 
7!wREVEI LLE_ 
Home Economics Club 












A RVA DAVIS 
JOSEPHINE FARRISH 
RHEA GROSS 






























ELSIE WAGNE R 
PEARL WENGER 
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O TT W EIG EL ORVIS GROUT 
Cheer Leaders 
Promoting enthusiasm and loyally supporting the teams, the Tiger 
cheer leaders played a large part in keeping up the spirit of the Tiger 
teams. 
With the aid and support of the Pep Clubs, the cheer leaders kept 
the spirits at a high pitch even in the face of discouragement and defeat. 
The test of a school's loyalty comes in the losing, and through this test 
Hays students came last fall with flying colors. 
When your heart thrills to the memory of "Go ,You Hays Tigers" 
and the famous "Rick, Rack! Gold, Blackl" you'll think of these 
leaders: 
GLENN LOWRY OTT WEIGEL ORVIS GROUT 
7/zeREVEI LLE_ 
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Top Row: ROE. WYLIE. GREEN. CHILDS. MCQUEEN. DARLAND . LONG. STRUSS. GROUT. KRAUSE. 
Second Row: VINCENT. RODRICK. WENGER. McFARLAND. PRATT. GREEN. BERGIN. WICKIZER. WRIGHT. H O UGHTON. 
Third Row: ENFIELD. SPANIOL. MEYER. WEIGEL. ROYCE. HILSABECK. TOMLINSON. 
Pep Club 
The Pep Club of Ft. Hays K. S. C. is divided into two separate groups. The 
women's group is called the "Tigerettes" while the men's group is known as the 
"Cat's Meow." These groups have done much to arouse school spirit and enthusi~ 
asm at all school contests. The members of the "Tigerettes" are chosen, three from 
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English Club 
The English club was organized for the purpose of stimulating interest in the 
different departments of English. Its membership is ,composed for the most part of 












BESSIE ELLEN HILL 





DOROTHY LEG LEITER 
HELEN MALCOLM -
REBECCA WELLS TAYLOR 
PROF. T. W. WELLS 
DR. R. R. MACGREGOR 











MILDRED S CHLEGEL 
FAYE STEIGER 
LOUISE TIMKEN 













Art Lovers Club 
The Art Lovers Club of Ft. Hays K. S. C. was established for the purpose of e 
giving those interested in art an opportunity to study its different branches. Free ~ 
hand drawing, pain.ting in water colors and oils , pottery work, art appreciation, and 
charcoal work are a few of the phases studied. 
Each year this club sponsors an art exhibit which is held in Forsyth Library. 
At this exhibit collections of modern painters are secured. Many of the better works 


















JULIA BADEN HOOP 
MARGARET NELSON 
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OFFICERS 
MISS ELSIE HARRIS - Faculty Adv iser 
MEMBERS 
- Pres ident 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 











GRACIA C ARROLL 
ELLEN SNYDER 
MARY WHIT MORE 
GALENE PERKINS 
MARVELINE CONARD 
Pa ge One Hund red Twenty-three 
Quill Club 
The Quill Club is a literary organization for the purpose of creating an interest 
in creative writing among the students, and to recognize literary merit wherever 
found upon the campus. 
The Aerend, a quarterly publication containing stories, essays, and poems, is 
entirely the work of this organization, and furnishes an outlet for student and faculty 
composition. 
Although only in its first year, already this club numbers among its mem~ 
bers over twenty students and faculty members, several of whom are writers of 
recognized ability. 
DR. A. W. BARTON 
MRS. THELMA HRU ZA 
DR. R. R. MACGREGOR 
PROF. L. D. WOOSTER 
PROF. T. W. WELLS 
PROF. F. B. STREET ER 
PROF. C. H. LANDRUM 
DR. H. A. ZINSZER 
DR. H. B. REED 
L. D. WOOSTER 
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MEMBERS 
DR. C. F. WIEST 
DR. C. E. RARICK 
MISS MARGARET HAGGART 
DR. JAMES M c GRATH 
MRS. GLENN ROGERS 
HELEN CHRISTIE MALCOLM 
CAREY COLES 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
C. E . RARICK 
- President 
Secretary 
Editor in chief 
GERALDINE REINECKE 




ANNE L AU GHLIN 
T . W. WELLS 
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Press Club 
The Press Club was organized in October, 1931 by the members of the Leader 
staff. The purpose of this club is to promote the interests of student publications and 
to help those interested in journalism and newspaper work. It is expected that this 
organization will in time develop into a professional journalistic fraternity. 
The club membership is made up from those majoring or minoring in journal, 
ism and all members of the Leader staff. 
CHAR TER MEMBERS 
KATHERINE RHOADES, Hays 
FAYE STEIGER, Menlo 
VERNER WILLIAMS, Ness City 
LON ROBINSON, LaCrosse 
ALICE START, Hays 
FRED HEMPHILL, Clay Center 
ED HOLMES, Great Bend 
VELMA KRAUSE, Delphos 
MYRNA TOMLINSON, Garfield 
FACULTY SPONSOR 
EARL E. STRIMPLE, Professor of Journalism 
_ -7heREVEI LLE 
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The State College Press does not only the job printing for all departments of 
the college, but prints the Leader and the Aerend, campus publications. Under the 
supervision of WALTER WALLERSTEDT, veteran and capable superintendent, this 
shop takes care of all the campus printing and gives work to several student printers . 
. Surprising indeed is the amount of work put out by this single shop, surprising 
that is, until one knows W ALLERSTEDT. This gem of a printer not only does the work 
of several under trying circumstances, but has made himself loved by every student 
for his helpful and loyal spirit. 
C omposing Room 
7!wREVEI LLE" 
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• 
Health Department 
EARL F. MORRIS, M. D. 
College Physician 
JESSIE B. PEARCE 
School Nurse 
One of the most valuable additions in recent years is the Health Department 
which, under the supervision of DR. MORRIS, has done much to protect the health 
of the students. With a well-equipped office on the second floor of the Coliseum, 
Dr. MORRIS and MISS PEARCE not only advise and teach, but do practical work in 
remedying student physical ailings and treating common student diseases. 
Whether it's a cold or broken leg, Dr. Morris will fix it. 
_ 7!wREVEI LLE 






MISS I:LLI:N STRADAL 
Beauty 
E~~IE MAr;. McWILLIAMS 






Most Handsome Man 
Beauty Contest Judges 
The beauty contest winners pictured in the preceding pages were chosen by 
the groups pictured above. To the Delta Delta Delta sorority of the Kansas State 
College at Manhattan fell the choice of the most handsome man, while the Sigma 
Nu fraternity of the same school made the choices of the most beautiful women. 
To the organizations of a sister school we wish to express our thanks and 
appreciation, as well as our commendation for their taste. 
TRIVIALITI ES 
1. Our " Pep" Band 
2. Down b y the Dam 
3. Footba ll Trip Over 
4. To Lewis Field 
5. O. K . " Woody" 
6 . Hold It " Jack!" 
7. Between Classes 
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1. A reflection in the 
w ater 
2. Is it a Rose? 
3. Can He Wash a nd 
How ? 
4. The Famous I .T .K .'s 
5. Hi Feet! Where's the 
boy? 
6. M eat- Poor Frosh! 
7. Dow n the stream 
8 . The hall of Fame 
9. Prexy takes a W a lk 
Pa ge One Hund red T hi rt y-nine 
1. Just Gladys 
2. Pi Kappas 
3. Two Bums? 
4. The Printers 
5. Wah! I want It. 
6. Delta Sigs-Sisters 
7. At Custer Hall 
B. Founders Day 
9. The Scouts 
Page One H undred Forty 
1. Indwtrial Bldg. 
2. View from the air. 
3. Whose It?! 
4. Soap Peddler 
5. Tiger Cafe 
6. Comic on roof 
7. Hold It 
8. Please Smile 
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1. Wesley Hall 
2. Know Them? 
3. Be careful 
4. Two Freshmen 
5. OH I say, Wait! Alice 
6. Mama's Darlings 
7. At Sunset 
8. IT K House 
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1. Phi Sigs Talk it over 
2. Phi M us Go Athletic 
3. A cam pus Scene 
4. "Connie" in action 
5. In the culvert 
6. Is that Nice? 
7. Two Loafers 
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1. Christmas Spirit 
2. Boys Will Play 
3. Homecoming P M A 
4. Tqpo Jolly Sailors 
5. B~ Careful 
6. It Snowed 
7. What a face "LEG" 
Pag. On. Hundrtd Forry-four 
1. Delta Pledges 
2. Sigma Taus "WE" 
3. Tagged 
4. More Pledges 
5. Oh Please! 
6. Kappa Betas 
7. Now You Quit 
B. A Real Battle 




rag. One Hundred Forty. six 
DRAW YOU R 
OWN 
CO NCLUS IONS 
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1. The Spirit of '76 
2. Tri Sigs at play 
3. Fish pond loafers 
4. A Campus Scene 
5. Yes, Its Rarick's Smile 
6. Tom? Up a Tree 
7. Going West to Science 
8. They hail from 
Augusta 
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1. A Cook in more than 
name! 
2. Preparation of the 
fossil purchased by 
the Junior Class as a 
memorial. 
3. The faculty visits The 
Lone Sentinel near 
Castle Rock. 
4. Sternberg and Walker 
at work . 
. s. Samples of Sternberg's 
art. 
6. Geneva Wright and 
Esta Moser try their 
hands. 
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Scenes at the Freshman-
Sophomore Track Meet 
1. They're Off! 
2. Some of the Spectators 
3. High jumpers 
4. The shot put 
5 . Pull 'em up Kid! 
6 . What faces 
7. H ere comes Don 
8. Busch sets the styles in 
starters' uniforms. 
rage On e Hundred Fift y 
1. Three Students? 
2. Beauty in repose. 
3. Ye Frosh coach. 
4. Yeager poses, but for-
gets to smile. 
5. Red observing Bert's 
Technique. 
6. Oh, for the sun that 
we might glimpse the 
gold in their hair. 
7. Budwith and his pet 
calf· 
B. What the well-dressed I 
college man should 
wear. 
9. The Doctor is in con-
ference. 
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1930 - School Calendar - 1931 
Sept. lO- School opens. 
Sept. II- Enrollment reaches new high mark. 
Sept. 12- Football practice starts. 
Sept. 18- New attendance rules announced. 
Sept. 20-Rush week over, pledges announced. 
Sept. 2S- Hays 7- Sterling 13. 
Sept. 30- Student elections. 
Oct. 3- Hays O- Emporia Teachers o. 
Oct. 6- Classes nominate popular students 
and beauty queens. 
Oct. lO- Hays 6- Hastings O. 
Oct. 17- Hays O- Pittsburg 13. 
Oct. 20- College host to Municipalities 
League. 
Oct. 24- Hays 14- C. of E. o. 
Oct. 2S- Xi Kappi Psi goes Pi Kappa Sigma. 
Oct. 29- Roxy quartette. 
Oct. 31-Hays O- Wichita 14. 
Nov. 3- U. S. Marine Band 
Nov. 7- Kappa Phi Alpha goes Phi Sigma 
Epsilon. 
Nov. 6,7, 8- Teachers Convention. 
Nov. ll- Armistice day, entire school to Wes-
leyan to see Hays O- Wesleyan o. 
Nov. IS- Homecoming,Hays6- Washburn31 
Nov. 20- Debate tryouts. 
Nov. 24- "Her Husband's Wife." 
Nov. 26- Dec. I- Vacatiop. 
Nov. 27- Thanksgiving, Hays O- Southwest-
ern 21. 
Dec. 4- Band goes over radio at Dodge City, 
Drake and Spaniol announced as 
popularity winners. 
Dec. S- Debate teams to Winfield tourna-
ment. 
Dec. 10-"Stabat Mater" and Rollin Pease 
recital. 
Dec. 12- First basketball game, Hays 26-
Alumni 18. 
Dec. 12,13- High school debate tournament 
as guests of Pi Kappa Delta. 
Dec. IS- Legislators visit campus. 
Dec. 17, 18- Hays 3S, 24- Peru 19, 14. 
Dec. 19 to Jan. S- Xmas Vacation. 
Jan. 2- Hays 37- McPherson 2S. 
Jan. 7- "Violin Maker of Cremona". 
Jan. 100Hays 23- Wichita 24. 
Jan. 12- Hays 21- Pittsburg 29. 
Jan. 13- Football banquet, "Bo" McMillan 
talks. 
Jan. 14- Y. W. C. A . discusses "Ideal Man." 
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Jan. 16- Hays 39- Emporia Teachers 27. 
Jan. 17- Hays 29- C. of E. 30. 
Jan. 23- Fall semester's end. 
Jan. 27- Glee club girls away on tour. 
Jan. 29- Men's Glee Club to McPherson. 
Jan. 30- Hays 28- Washburn 19. 
Feb. 3- Hays 28- Wesleyan 27. 
Feb. 6- Anniversary, gala celebration, holi-
day. 
Feb. 9- Hays 29- Southwestern 32, men's 
glee club on tour. 
Feb. 12- Junior Pl ay. 
Feb. 13- Hays IS- Washburn 31 , Virginia 
Sailors and Farran Carter win beau-
ty contests. 
Feb. 14- Hays 23- Pittsburg 38. 
Feb. 16- Debate with Greeley, Hays wins. 
Feb. 17- Hays 31- Wesleyan 11. 
Feb. 20- Hays 26- Wichita 41. 
Feb. 21- Hays 27- Southwestern 37. 
Feb. 23- Hays 30- C. of E. 27. 
Feb. 24- Pan-Hellenic dinner. 
Feb. 27- Hays 44- McPherson 26. 
Feb. 28- Reveille dance, Effie Mae Mc-
Williams chosen queen. 
Mar. 6- Men's Glee Club formal. 
Mar. 2- Thurlow elected cage captain, Bahl 
and Jackson honorary co-captains. 
Mar. 3- College and public schools break up 
teacher's training arrangements. 
Mar. 9- SCHOOL ADOPTS NEW NAME: 
FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE 
FROM HERE ON! 
Mar. 17, 18- Water Festival. 
Mar. 19, 20, 21- State Class B Basketball 
tournament. 
Mar. 24-26- Religious week. 
April I- Band concert. 
April 2-6- Easter vacation. 
AprillO-Robinson wins Leader editorship 
over Rhoades and Tigers win track 
meet at McPherson. 
April II- Faculty takes a trip. 
April IS- Senior play. 
April 16- Hemphill elected editor 1932 Reveille 
over Chegwidden. 
April 17- Tigers lose meet to Hastings. 
April 29, 30- Music Festival. 
May 24- Baccalaureate. 
May 26- Senior Class Day. 
May 28- Commencement. 
We, the 1931 Reveille staff, wish to recog-
nize our debt to the businessmen of Hays for 
their support in making our yearbook a success. 
In return may the College be loyal to them as 
they are helping us to advertise our school and 
thus make a bigger and better business city as 
well as a superior Kansas State College. 
Pa ge On e Hundred F ifty - thr ee 
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EAT 
Where Your 'Friends Eat 
Only . the best of everything is served here. 
Creamery butter, pure pasteurized milk. Our 
eggs are "firsts" and fresh and we pay more 
for our cuts of meat than the average family. 
We're here to serve those who demand the best. 
Ed. Burge Cafe 
Kenneth (Doc) Tallman 
A Strictly 
Quali ty 
S tor e 
A quality purchase 
is, after all, the 
exercise of the truest 
economy. 
EST ABLISHED IN 1915 


















EXCLUSIVE READY - TO - WEAR 
State College Greenhouse 
W HETHER you are young or old you have a sweetheart, or wife, or someone whom you care for more than all the rest . Maybe it is 
your mother to whom you wish to show your yearning affections. 
There are times when you want to express your thoughts of her so she 
can really know that she is the one whom you most highly esteem. 
Flowers represent the brightest, finest , and choicest period of any time 
-they give her those sweet inspirations of love, which is more intense, 
absorbing, and tender than friendship. 
If you are desirous to cheer, please , and make her happy there is the 
one -and-only gift that truly expresses the amiable spirit. 
" Our Flowers Please" 
PHONE 624 HAYS, KANSAS 
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COFFEE SHOP 
Drugs .. .. Parfumes .... Cosmetics 
To The Class of 
1I9~1I 
We extend our congratulations 
and best wishes for a joyous, 
prosperous career. 




HAYS - - - - - KANSAS 
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T. G. Reed & Sons 
EXCLUSIVE 
Groceries and Meats 




PHONE 480 HAYS, KANSAS 
This Bank Invites Your Business and 
Assures Its Customers Personal Atten-
tion and The Very Best of Service 
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS 
$100,000.00 
Signifying, STRENGTH-SECURITY- EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT 
N. F. ARNHOLD, President 
J ACOB BRULL, Vice President 
V . A . W EIGEL, Vice President 
F . W. ARNHOLD, Cashier 
N ORA L. C OLAHAN, Assistant Cashier 
N. L. DINGES, Assistant Cashier 
The Farmers State Bank 
HAYS CITY, KANSAS 
THE BAN K WHERE YOU FEEL AT HOME 
OSHANT'S 
5c, 10c and $1 Store 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY 
Where Your Money Goes the 
Farthest 
I am a successful m an to the extent that I 
have a h om e ; I am a burden to no one; I can 
borrow m oney at the bank on m y note and get 
credit at the stores ; I have sufficien t laid by to 
support me as long as I shall probably li ve 
and p ay my funeral expenses .- H ow e. 
ARE YOU A SUCCESS ? 
Save regul arl y with us and your success 
is ass u red . 
Hays Building ~ Loan Assn. 
HAYS , KANSAS 
THE HAYS DAILY NEWS 
ELLIS CO. WEEKLY NEWS 
Commercial Job Printing 
Largest and Best Equipped Job 
Printing Plant in N orth-
western Kansas 




FRANK MOTZ, M anager 
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Style . .... 
You Will Always Find the Newest Cre-
ations in Wearing Apparel for Men, 
Women, and Children at This Store 
If YouReally Want the New Things} 
You Will Not Regret a Visit To 
TtiE CLA/flC1TOftf 
SOUTH MAIN 
ALE X E. B I 5 $ I N ~ 
:! : H AYS, KANSAS 
NEVER FORGET THE 
for Your Cleaning, Pressing, Altering and Tailoring 
We Clean Everything from Gloves to Rugs 
and Specialize in the Care of Delicate Textiles 
FOR THAT WELL-DRESSED FEELING 
Our Service and Quality Are Second to None 
Postage paid one way on all out-of-town orders 
115 W EST ELEVENTH H AYS, KANSAS 




THE W. O. ANDERSON 
COMMISSION CO. 
Wholesale Fruit and Produce 
Hays. Kansas 
Long Distance 449 Telephone 455 
Member of Western Fruit J obbers Association 
N. F. Arnhold & Sons 
McCORMICK DEERING 
FARM IMPLEMENTS 
Repairs , Hardware, Paint 
and Radios 
PHONE 174 HAYS, KANSAS 
G EORGE S. GRASS, JR. 






A BOOK STORE 
Order From Us Any Book-
School-College-or Literature 








LIFE-TIME P ENS 
MARKWELL'S. BOOK STORE 
HAYS KANSAS 
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Class and Beauty Sections of Reveille 
Photographed by the Studio 
Phone 460 
P age One Hundred Si x ty 
I 
T() I\~~V ALIV~ Tti~ ,"~,"()121~§ 
()t= C()LL~f7~ UA..",§ 
HIS, your year book, makes it possible to live 
again and again life's most glorious days. It 
is a great source of satisfaction to us, as 
printers, to know that we have had a part 
in portraying those wonderful experiences. 
Till: 
f)~~f)LI [)A T~[) Vl21 ~TI~(7 
& ~T ATIf)~~l2~ Cf),"VA~~ 
SALI~A. I\A~§A§ 
W· ITH EACH PASSING YEAR THIS BOOK, YOUR ANNUAL, WILL GAIN IN IMPORTANCE . ... AS YOU THUMB THE 
PAGES IN THE YEARS TO COME, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PIC-
TURES WILL BRING BACK WISTFUL MEMORIES OF YESTER-
DAY .. , WE, AS ARTISTS AND ENGRAVERS ARE GLAD TO HAVE 
HAD THE OPPORTUNITY OF RECORDING A CROSS SECTION 
OF YOUR LIFE OF TODAY--THAT YOUR YEAR BOOK MAY BE 
A PICTORIAL MONUMENT FOR TOMORROW. 
THE MID-CONTINENT 
ENGRAVING COMPANY 
WICHITA - SALINA 
KREAM KRUST BREAD 
.... for .... 
Sandwiches - Toast 
A LARGE DISPLAY, FRESH EVERY DAY 










(( The Corner Drug Store" 
PHONE 348 
HA YS - - - KANSAS 
.:! :. HAYS, KANSAS 
PHONE 53 






EIGHT AND MAIN 
HA YS - - - KANSAS 











Czeckleba Music & Optical Co. 
The Home of Better Music and Optical Service 
BASGALL'S QUALITY "GROCERY 
GROCERIES MEATS 
Phone 505-75 
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and FRUITS 
Only the BEST is our motto 
The home of 
Richelieu Products 
Ha ys, Kansas 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
I 
RED'S CLEAN SHOP 
- Let Us Help You -
Our Skilled Barbers Serve You 
Promptly with Their Sanitary 
Methods 
GAY TILLOTSON, Prop. 
Phone 545 Hays, Kansas 
HEINIE HERBIG 
HAYS, KANSAS 
MEN'S AND BOYS' STORE 
Everything to Wear 
For the College Man 
I 
I Your new store 
IS now open 
and welcomes you-
LADIES READY -TO-WEAR 
SHOES AND DRY GOODS 
Standard of the West 
Ser-val Quality 
Servey Stores Co. 
F. K. SCHERER 
____________________________ ~-------- --------------------- I 
HARKNESS PHARMACY 
Drugs ... Books ... Kodaks 
A Complete Line of 
TOILET ARTICLES, DRUG SUNDRIES 
CANDIES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES 
AND NEWSPAPERS 
Prescriptions Filled by Registered 
Pharmacists Only 
PHONE 76 117 W . TENTH STREET 
P age One Hund red Sixty-:hrce 
ESTABLISHED IN 1888 
The First National Bank 
HAYS - KANSAS 
THE OLDEST BANK IN ELLIS COUNTY 
A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
PROGRESSIVE, YET CONSERVATIVE 
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OFFICERS 
J. A. MERMIS President 
H. W. OSHANT Vice President 
FRED SCHWALLER - Vice President 
VICTOR HOLM Cashier 
W. J. KARLIN Assistant Cashier 
ZITA PALEN - - Assistant Cashier 
DIRECTORS 
J. A. MERMIS 
C. A. MERMIS 
M. A. BASGALL 




Answer the call of The Reveille 






We now have an an-
nex to accommodate 
our increased business 
Mrs. John Sahli 
Proprietor 
W EST 10TH 
HAYS KANSAS 
It is our wish that the 
Fort Hays K. S. C. Class 
of 1931 will always be 
successful 
Citizens Lumber & 
Supply Co. 
H. W. FELLERS, Manager 
HAYS KANSAS 
Wiesner's Department Store 
A. A. WIESNER 
(( The Place Where You Feel At Home" 
DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, SHOES, LADIES' READY-TO-
WEAR, NOTIONS, TRUNKS AND SUITCASES, QUEENS -
WARE, FLOOR COVERINGS, GROCERIES AND MEATS 
The Largest D epartment Store in Western Kansas 
All Mail Orders Filled Promptly 
SOUTH MAIN : ! : HAYS, KANSAS 
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EKEY STUDIO 
Finest of Photographs 
135 West Eighth 
HAYS .. :.. KANSAS 
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Quality 
Diamonds Jewelry Watches 
In no other line of merchandise is quality so hard to recognize 
and yet means so much . 
Quality merchandise and reasonable prices are assured when 
you buy from a concern which has proven its integrity over 
many years of honest merchandising. For thirty -six years we 
have maintained a standard of quality in keeping with the 
thought expressed in our slogan "The Home of Reliability ." 
During your four years in college we have merited the con-
fidence of many of you as is evidenced by the fine patronage 
you have given us. May we not expect a c.ontinuation of that 
confidence and patronage from you and your friends throughout 
the years to come? 
I 
The Tholen Jewelry Company 





Your Style Needs 
BETTER 
CUTTING BROS. 




Your Patronage Appreciated 
Hoch Bldg. 
Just Shoes, Hosiery, and Service 
I 
HAYS KANSAS 
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SA VE WITH SAFETY 
--at--
The Rexall Store 
A rtstyle, Whitman 's, Allegretti, Martha Washington Candy 
Cara Nome, Shari, Duska, Karess , Three Flowers Cosmetics 
Sheaffer and Conklin Pens, Pencils and Combinations 
Franklin 's Famous Ice Cream Served at Our Fountain 
Bring Your Prescription to the Prescription Store 
PHONE 80 W E D E LIVER 
BUILT BY SERVICE 
Giving the best possible service on 
every order, built this business 
because it helped the other 
fellow build his. It 'll 
help you. 
QUALITY COAL AND BUILDING MATERIAL 
" There is No Substitute for Quality" 
Treat .. Shaffer & Company 
H. HAVE MANN, Manager 
PHONE 74 HAYS , KANSAS 
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O'LOUGHLIN MOTOR SALES 
THE CHEVROLET SIX 
THE GREAT AMERICAN VALUE 
Special Terms to Students and Faculty 
We Appreciate the Business From 
Fort Hays Kansas S tate College 
11 2 - 11 8 W. TWELF TH HA YS, KAN SAS 
HAYS - KANSAS 
We have served to the student patronage 
in the past year, the best in pictures, the 
best in sound, the best in colors, and we 
shall continue with this policy. 
Our Pledge-The Best for 
the Students of F. H. K. S. C. 
Features of the New Ford 
--
Beautiful Low Lines , Remarkable Acceleration , Fully Enclosed 
Six-Brake System, Triplex Shatter-Proof Windshield, Reliability 
and Long Life , Choice of Colors , Smoothness at all Speeds, 
Houdaille Shock Absorbers, Economy of Operation, 55 to 
65 miles per hour ! 
TWENTER & SON MOTOR COMPANY 
HAYS, KANSAS 
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ST. ANTI-IONY'S HOSPITAL 
Page One Hundred Seventy 
HAYS, KANSAS 
SISTER M. EVARISTA, R. N. 
Superintendent 
This space reserved and paid for by 
THE ACTIVE STAFF 
_..h..._ 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY &-Ic£ Co. 
Manufacturers of 
Kings K wality Ice Cream 
Golden Belt Creamery Butter and Crystal Ice 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO . 
. H AYS 
ELLSWORTH ICE CREAM CO. 
ELLSWORTH 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO. 
COLBY 
GOLDEN BELT CREAMERY AND ICE CO. 
P LAINVILLE 
Riggs Tire Shop 
One Stop Service 
Gas, Oil , Greasing, Washing, Polishing 
Tires and Batteries 
Tire and Battery Repair 
F. W . RIGGS, Prop. 
P h one 55 1 20 3 W . 8th St. 
H AYS, K ANSAS 
Open Sundays and Evenings 
SERVICE 
New Shoes T hat W ear-
We sell 'em 
Old Shoes T hat Need Repair 
We rebuild 'em 
OU R WORK GUARANTEED 
Bring or mail them to 
Schlegel Shoe Service 
1 1 3 W EST M AIN H AYS, K ANSAS 
Jacobs Construction Co. 
TONY JACOBS 
Contractor and Builder 
Builder of the New Lamer Hotel 
CONSTRUCTION WORK 
OF ALL KINDS 
11 East 11 th Street 
H A YS, KANSAS PHONE 131 
P age One Hundre4 Sevent y- one 
Geyer Brothers, Druggists 
WE ARE ANXIOUS TO SERVE YOU 
Our store consists of the following: A high-class Prescription 
Department, always in charge of a registered pharmacist. A 
Toilet Department that is not equalled anywhere in this part 
of the state for its stock of high-grade perfumeries and toiletries. 
AN UP-TO-DATE SODA FOUNTAIN, COM-
PLETEL Y OPERA TED THE ENTIRE YEAR 
Victor Radios and Victrolas - RCA Radiolas 
IN OUR CANDY DEPARTMENT 
We Feature Mrs. Stover's Bungalow Candies, in Various Assort-
ments Johnston's Package Line of Chocolates and Fancy Candies. 
Watson's Brands of Food Products 
Higher 
Quality 
Highest and Best Quality 
Lower 
Price 
High Quality for Low Prices 
THE WATSON WHOLESALE GROCERY CO. ~~~Il~1 
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TIGER CAFE 




Serves You With Service 
DITCH BROS ., Prop. 
PHONE 33 HAYS, KANSAS 
OSHANT'S 
5c, 10c and $1 Store 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY 
Where Your Money Goes the 
Farthest 
HEINIE HERBIG 
H A YS, KANSAS 
MEN'S AND BOYS' STORE 
Everything to Wear 
For the College Man 
Compliments of 
JAMES S. BARROW 




HOBART J ACKSON 












Over three hundred LEE brand pro-
ducts offer you a wide choice of pure 
delicious foods - something for 
every occasion, something 
for every taste 
AT YOUR GROCER'S 
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We Believe We 
Are RIGHT 
in Thinking That 
the best a store can do is to be honest with the 
public. By avoiding the absurd use of comparative 
pnces by admitting we haven' t a monopoly 
on quality merchandise . by concentrating our , 
efforts on two important thoughts Service 
and Value we have won the confidence of 
countless families and are gaining the good will of 
new shoppers every da y. 
To serve your wants intelligently to bring 
you the quality you want at prices that are right . . . 
to be sincere . 
Penney store. 
is the watchword of every J. C. 
Won't you stop in the very next time you ' re downtown 
and see how we strive to make our merchandise fashion -
correct, quality-certain, and fair! y priced? 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc. 
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Epilogue 
Everybody knows that . Western Kansas once belonged to the 
Indians, but many are still wondering why it is not returned to them. 
However, writers write and history proves that man is fickle, 
and one of his favorite occupations is to "sigh for what is not." Just 
so with the pioneers. They got the land, then wished for the extermi-
nation of the Indians. Then, the Indians gone, the cowboys came, 
and again the natives sighed for a change in civilization. 
Finally came the passing of the cowboy and came the advent 
of the college student. And now the natives are praying for the return 
of the Indians. 
Since that fatal day when the first of the students whooped into 
town, hitched their ponies to Mack's hot · dog sign, and called for 
their whiskey straight, many changes have come and gone, and the 
march of civilization has been rapid. 
From Broncos to Austins, from pistols to pens, from poker to 
backgammon, and from whiskey to soda - to whiskey, the "march 
of progress takes its way." 
First it was the Normal (980 Fahrenheit), then it was the 
Teachers (yes, Johnie, you may) and now again, it's old Fort Hays-
and Parker says history doesn't repeat itself. 
But here we are - now a recognized college of liberal arts, a 
goal has been reached. And yet - man still sighs and progress still 
continues. Time will again change this old school - and who can 
predict the "Kansas State - Hays" of the future? 
This "school of the future" is our school, and it is to this school 
our efforts are bended. This is the end of our book, but who can 
predict the end of "our college"? 
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